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© (54) Title: BIOMOLECULE SEQUENCING DEVICES, SYSTEMS AND METHODS

(57) Abstract: Devices, systems and methods for sequencing protein samples are provided. In some examples, currents generated

o when a monomer passes through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair are measured for each of several different distances,
so that monomers are identified when compared to a reference physical quantity of a known monomer, which may be obtained from

o a current measured with a similar inter-electrode distance(s) at which each of plural kinds of monomers are identifiable and ordered
with predetermined accuracy and based on a detected physical quantity obtained from a tunneling current, which may be further nor -
malized by the use of one or more reference substances.



BIOMOLECULE SEQUENCING DEVICES, SYSTEMS AND METHODS

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims priority to Japanese Patent Application Serial No. JP 2013-

193498, filed September 18, 2013, and JP 2013-197443, filed September 24, 2013, each of

which is entirely incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] There are methods currently available to identify one or more monomers of a

biomolecule. Monomers may comprise elements of biomolecules, such as amino acid

monomers which are included in a protein, nucleotide monomers which are included in a

nucleic acid, and monosaccharide monomers which are included in a sugar chain. As a

monomer identifying method, there are identification methods using monomer measurement

where light or electricity is used as a probe signal, for example. In a monomer identifying

method using monomer measurement, a specific monomer can be detected by modifying a

target sample with a fluorescent molecule or a probe molecule having electroactivity. For

example, sequences for proteins have been determined by using various methods, such as

high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) based on enzymatic degradation, mass

spectrometry, X-ray crystal structure analysis, and Edman degradation, for example.

[0003] However, the aforementioned methods for detecting a monomer by modifying the

sample with a probe molecule have problems in that a chemical modification may be required

and that the efficiency with any such modification may be insufficient. Moreover, the

aforementioned methods can only detect specific chemical species and may not be applied to

a biomolecule sequencing process conducted using a bio-sample containing various

molecular species.

SUMMARY

[0004] In a monomer identifying method using a nano current measurement using nanogap

electrode pairs, such as tunneling current measurement, since a measurement result may vary

depending on measurement method and/or measuring conditions, it may be necessary to

standardize measured signals. Thus, by applying a standardization method as described in,

for example, JP201 1-163934A and JP2008-32529A, which are entirely incorporated herein

by reference, to a biomolecule sequencing system using tunneling current measurement,

wherein a relative conductance utilizing a sample molecule itself to serve as an internal



reference substance (or reference sample), indirect standardization of measured signals can be

conducted.

[0005] However, in order to sufficiently measure the internal reference substance, a time for

measurement is elongated. In addition, the above-described standardization may not be

applied to a sample containing an unknown molecule. Thus, when a sample containing an

unknown molecule is measured or detected, a separation step, refinement step or the like may

be used. When a conventional standardization method is applied to a nano current

measurement using a nanogap electrode device, samples and conditions may be limited.

[0006] The present disclosure provides methods, apparatuses and computer programs that

may be useful for the identification of monomers in biomolecules (e.g., biomolecular

polymers) and sequencing of biomolecules. Some embodiments include a method to provide

standardized biomolecule sequencing, an apparatus and a computer program ("program")

which are capable of, for a sample containing an unknown molecule, identifying a monomer

utilizing a nano current measurement using nanogap electrodes, without needing a step such

as a separation step, a refinement step or the like.

[0007] Devices, systems and methods provided herein are capable of identifying various

kinds of monomer using highly sensitive measured signals, which may be standardized.

[0008] In some cases, a biomolecule sequencing method may include measuring signals

corresponding to nano currents (e.g., tunneling currents) that flow when a reference substance

and at least one or more kinds of monomer to be identified, which may be contained in a

sample, may be respectively passed through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair.

The sample may include a reference substance added thereto and one or more kinds of

monomer to be identified, for which the magnitude of a signal of a reference substance,

which corresponds to a nano current that flows between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode

pair when a reference substance passes through between the electrodes of a nanogap

electrode pair, is known, and a variation of the magnitude of the signal falls within a

predetermined variation range; and identifying, by using as a reference a signal indicating a

reference substance which may be included in a plurality of measured signals, a kind of

monomer may be indicated by an additional signal included in a plurality of signals.

[0009] Thus, even in a case wherein a nano current measurement method using nanogap

electrode pair(s) in which a measurement result may vary depending on measuring method

and measuring conditions, a stable signal indicating a reference substance can be obtained.

Thus, standardization can be conducted such that, for a sample containing an unknown

molecule, biomolecule sequencing utilizing a nano current measurement using nanogap



electrode pair(s) can be carried out without needing a step such as a separation step, a

refinement step or the like.

[0010] In addition, a reference substance may have electric conductivity, a reference

substance may not need to be combined with the monomer to be identified, and a reference

substance may be composed of compounds of the same shape regardless of orientation.

Thus, it is possible to obtain a signal indicating a reference substance, which can be easily

differentiated from a signal indicating a monomer to be identified.

[0011] In addition, a reference substance may be composed of matters which have the same

positional orientation with respect to a space between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode

pair(s) when a reference substance is passed through between the electrodes of a nanogap

electrode pair(s). Thus, the magnitudes of signals indicating reference substance(s) for

different measurements can be made to appear uniform.

[0012] In addition, a reference substance may be composed of compounds with a spherical

shape. Thus, regardless of the structure of the electrodes, magnitudes of signals indicating a

reference substance for different measurements can be made to appear uniform.

[0013] In addition, a reference substance may comprise metal nanoparticles or fullerenes.

[0014] In addition, a concentration of the reference substance with respect to the sample may

be optimized such that a rate of the signal indicating the reference substance with respect to

the plurality of signals falls within a predetermined rate range. Thus, a signal indicating the

reference substance can be stably detected, and the signal indicating the reference substance

can be prevented from giving rise to a noise.

[0015] In addition, when identifying a kind of the monomer, a kind of the monomer indicated

by the further signal may be identified based on relative values of the plurality of signals with

respect to the signal indicating the reference substance, and a predetermined relationship

between the kind of the monomer and the relative values of the signals.

[0016] In addition, when measuring signals corresponding to nano currents, signals

corresponding to the nano currents may be measured for each of a plurality of conditions with

different distances between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), for a sample containing

a plurality of different reference substances which may be identifiable with a plurality of

different distances between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s); and when identifying a

kind of monomer, a signal indicating a reference substance corresponding to a relevant

condition and an additional signal, which may be included in the plurality of measured

signals, may be compared to each other for each condition, and the kind of monomer



indicated by the additional signal may be identified based on a comparison resulting from

each condition. Thus, a more precise identification can be carried out.

[0017] In addition, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus as described herein may include: a

pair of electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s) located such that a nano current flows when

a sample is passed through between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), the sample

may include a reference substance added thereto and may include at least one or more kinds

of monomer to be identified, for which a magnitude of a signal associated with a reference

substance, which corresponds to a nano current that may flow between the electrodes of a

nanogap electrode pair(s) when a reference substance may be passed through between the

electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), is known, and a variation of a magnitude of a signal

falls within a predetermined variation range; a measuring unit configured to measure signals

corresponding to nano currents that flow when a reference substance and a monomer to be

identified, which may be contained in a sample, may be respectively passed through between

the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s); and an identification unit configured to identify,

using as a reference a signal indicating a reference substance which may be included in a

plurality of measured signals measured by a measuring unit, a kind of the monomer indicated

by an additional signal contained in a plurality of signals.

[0018] In addition, a biomolecule sequencing program may be executed by a computer to

perform: measuring signals corresponding to nano currents that flow when a reference

substance and at least one or more kinds of monomer to be identified, which may be

contained in a sample, may be respectively passed through between electrodes of a nanogap

electrode pair(s), a sample may include a reference substance added thereto and may include

one or more kinds of monomer to be identified, for which magnitude of a signal of a

reference substance, which corresponds to a nano current that flows between electrodes of a

nanogap electrode pair(s) when a reference substance may be passed through between the

electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), is known, and a variation of magnitude of a signal

falls within a predetermined variation range; and identifying, by using as a reference a signal

indicating a reference substance which may be included in a plurality of measured signals, a

kind of the monomer indicated by a further signal included in the plurality of signals.

[0019] In some embodiments, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus includes an electrode pair

disposed such that a tunneling current may flow when a biomolecule comprising at least one

or more kinds of monomers bound so as to form the biomolecule passes through between

electrodes of an electrode pair; a measuring unit configured to measure a tunneling current

generated when a biomolecule passes through between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode



pair multiple times wherein different passages between the electrodes of an nanogap

electrode pair may have different spacing(s) for the electrodes of the nanogap electrode pair;

and an identification unit to identify at least one kind of monomer comprising a biomolecule

based on a reference physical quantity of at least one known kind of monomer obtained from

a tunneling current measured with an inter-electrode distance for which each of multiple

kinds of monomers is identifiable with predetermined accuracy and based on a detected

physical quantity obtained from a tunneling current measured by the measuring unit with an

inter-electrode distance corresponding to a reference physical quantity.

[0020] In some embodiments, an electrode pair may be disposed such that a tunneling current

may flow when a biomolecule comprising at least one or more kinds of monomers bound so

as to form the biomolecule passes through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair. A

measuring unit may measure a tunneling current generated when a biomolecule passes

between the electrodes of an electrode pair wherein the nanogap pair may have multiple

electrode gap spacings over time.

[0021] An identification unit may identify at least one kind of monomers comprising a

biomolecule based on a reference physical quantity of at least one known kind of monomers

obtained from a tunneling current measured with an inter-electrode distance for which

multiple kinds of monomers may be identifiable with a predetermined accuracy based on a

detected physical quantity obtained from a tunneling current measured by a measuring unit

with an inter-electrode distance corresponding to the reference physical quantity.

[0022] As mentioned above, by measuring a tunneling current generated when a biomolecule

passes multiple times between an electrode pair using multiple inter-electrode distances, and

by using a reference physical quantity of at least one known kind of monomers obtained from

a tunneling current measured using an inter-electrode distance for which each of multiple

kinds of monomers may be identifiable with a predetermined accuracy, monomers

comprising a biomolecule may be identified with a simple configuration and with high

accuracy.

[0023] A biomolecule may include biopolymers such as proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, and

sugar chains. Further, monomers comprising a biomolecule may include amino acids

comprising proteins or peptides, nucleotides comprising nucleic acids, ribonucleotides

comprising ribonucleic acids, and monosaccharides comprising sugar chains.

[0024] A biomolecule sequencing apparatus may further include a control unit configured to

control an electrode pair such that by changing an inter-electrode distance of an electrode

pair, a biomolecule may be detected better. Thus, by using a single electrode pair, tunneling



currents using multiple different inter-electrode distances may be measured and utilized to

characterize a biomolecule.

[0025] A biomolecule sequencing apparatus may utilize multiple electrode pairs each having

a different inter-electrode distance. Thus, tunneling currents from different electrodes

provide different information wherein each electrode may have a different inter-electrode

distance, allowing measurement of different inter-electrode distances simultaneously.

[0026] In addition, an identification unit may identify, based on a detected physical quantity

obtained from a tunneling current measured using an inter-electrode distance that is different

from a predetermined inter-electrode distance, a kind of monomer(s) which could not be

identified based on a detected physical quantity obtained from a tunneling current measured

using a predetermined inter-electrode distance.

[0027] Regarding a detected physical quantity and a reference physical quantity, various

values, such as current values and conductances of a tunneling current, may be used. If

voltage applied to the electrode pair is constant, current values and the conductances

associated with tunneling current may both be equally utilized.

[0028] A biomolecule sequencing method can include measuring a tunneling current

generated when a biomolecule having at least one or more kinds of connected monomers

passes through between electrodes of an electrode pair which is disposed such that the

tunneling current may flow when a biomolecule passes through between the electrodes of an

electrode pair multiple times, wherein at least some of the different times have a different

inter-electrode distance for an electrode pair; and identifying at least one kind of monomers

comprising a biomolecule based on a reference physical quantity for at least one known kind

of monomers obtained from a tunneling current measured with an inter-electrode distance for

which each of multiple kinds of monomers may be identifiable with a predetermined

accuracy and based on a detected physical quantity obtained from a tunneling current

measured by a measuring unit utilizing an inter-electrode distance corresponding to a

reference physical quantity.

[0029] A biomolecule sequencing program may be executed by a computer to measure a

tunneling current generated when a biomolecule having at least one or more kinds of

connected monomers passes through between electrodes of an electrode pair which may be

disposed such that tunneling current may flow when a biomolecule passes through between

the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair multiple times, wherein at least some of the

different passages through between the nanogap electrode pairs occur while the nanogap

electrode pair is set to have different inter-electrode distances for the electrode pair; and



identifying at least one kind of monomers comprising a biomolecule based on a reference

physical quantity of at least one known kind of monomers obtained from a tunneling current

measured with an inter-electrode distance at which each of multiple kinds of monomers may

be identifiable with a predetermined accuracy and based on a detected physical quantity

obtained from a tunneling current measured by a measuring unit with an inter-electrode

distance corresponding to a reference physical quantity.

[0030] In some embodiments, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus, method and computer

program can be utilized to identify a monomer comprising a biomolecule utilizing a simple

configuration and with high accuracy by measuring a tunneling current generated when a

biomolecule passes through between electrodes of an electrode pair using multiple different

inter-electrode distance, and by using a reference physical quantity of at least one known kind

of monomers obtained from a tunneling current measured with an inter-electrode distance for

which each of multiple kinds of monomers may be identifiable with a predetermined

accuracy.

[0031] An aspect of the present disclosure provides a method for sequencing a biomolecule

having a plurality of monomers, comprising (a) providing a channel including a plurality of

sets of nanogap electrodes, wherein each set of the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

includes two nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least a subset of the plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes has different inter-electrode distances; (b) directing the biomolecule

through the channel; (c) measuring signals with the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

that correspond to nanocurrents as the biomolecule is directed through the channel, which

signals correspond to the plurality of monomers of the biomolecule; and (d) identifying with

a computer processor the plurality of monomers by comparing the signals measured in (c) to

one or more references.

[0032] In an embodiment, the identifying comprises using a given or predetermined

relationship between a relative value of the signals and the one or more references. In

another embodiment, the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes comprises a first set of

nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having different inter-electrode

gap distances. In another embodiment, the method forther comprises using an inter-electrode

distance of a given set of nanogap electrodes to interpolate a nanocurrent for another inter-

electrode distance. In another embodiment, the method further comprises generating a

consensus sequence of the biomolecule using data from multiple measurements with the

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes using individual monomer quality calls. In another

embodiment, the method further comprises measuring signals corresponding to nanocurrents



for the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode distances. In

another, the method further comprises measuring signals from at most a subset of the

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes, and identifying a given monomer of the plurality of

monomers with the signals measured with at most the subset of the plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes. In another embodiment, the nanocurrents include tunneling currents.

[0033] In an embodiment, the biomolecule is a peptide sample. In another embodiment, the

method further comprises denaturing and/or cleaving the peptide sample prior to (b).

[0034] In an embodiment, each set of the sets of nanogap electrodes has an inter-electrode

distance that is suitable to detect at most a subset of the plurality of monomers of the

biomolecule. In another embodiment, the biomolecule is a nucleic acid molecule.

[0035] In another aspect of the present disclosure, a system for sequencing a biomolecule

having a plurality of monomers comprises a channel including a plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes, wherein each set of the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes includes two

nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least a subset of the plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes has different inter-electrode distances; a fluid flow unit for directing the

biomolecule through the channel; and a computer processor coupled to the nanogap

electrodes and programmed to: (a) measure signals with the plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes that correspond to nanocurrents as the biomolecule is directed through the channel,

which signals correspond to the plurality of monomers of the biomolecule; and (b) identify

the plurality of monomers by comparing the signals measured in (a) to one or more

references.

[0036] In an embodiment, the computer processor is programmed to identify the plurality of

monomers using a predetermined relationship between a relative value of the signals and the

one or more references. In another embodiment, the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having

different inter-electrode gap distances. In another embodiment, the computer processor is

programmed to use an inter-electrode distance of a given set of nanogap electrodes to

interpolate a nanocurrent for another inter-electrode distance. In another embodiment, the

computer processor is programmed to generate a consensus sequence of the biomolecule

using data from multiple measurements with the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes using

individual monomer quality calls. In another embodiment, each set of the sets of nanogap

electrodes has an inter-electrode distance that is suitable to detect at most a subset of the

plurality of monomers of the biomolecule. In another embodiment, the computer processor is

programmed to measure signals corresponding to nanocurrents for the plurality of sets of



nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode distances. In another embodiment, the

computer processor is programmed to measure signals from at most a subset of the plurality

of sets of nanogap electrodes, and identify a given monomer of the plurality of monomers

with the signals measured with at most the subset of the plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes.

[0037] Another aspect of the present disclosure provides a method for sequencing a peptide

sample having one or more monomers comprises (a) providing a channel including at least

one set of nanogap electrodes having an inter-electrode distance that is variable; (b) directing

the peptide sample and at least one reference sample through the channel, wherein the

reference sample has a predetermined signal profile corresponding to a nanocurrent measured

by the nanogap electrodes; (c) measuring signals with the nanogap electrodes at different

inter-electrode distances that correspond to nanocurrents as the protein sample and reference

sample are directed through the channel, which signals include reference signals associated

with the reference sample; and (d) identifying with a computer processor the one or more

monomers by comparing the signals measured in (c) to the reference signals.

[0038] In an embodiment, the reference sample is separate from the peptide sample. In

another embodiment, the reference sample is a reference peptide sample with a

predetermined sequence of one or more monomers. In another embodiment, the reference

sample comprises subunits that have the same orientation with respect to a space between the

nanogap electrodes when the reference sample is passed through between the nanogap

electrodes. In another embodiment, the reference sample has a substantially spherical shape.

In another embodiment, the reference sample comprises metal nanoparticles or fullerenes. In

another embodiment, the identifying comprises using a predetermined relationship between a

relative value of the signals and the reference signals.

[0039] In an embodiment, the channel comprises a plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes,

each set comprising at least two nanogap electrodes. In another embodiment, the plurality of

sets of nanogap electrodes comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of

nanogap electrodes having different inter-electrode gap distances.

[0040] In an embodiment, the method further comprises generating a consensus sequence of

the peptide sample using data from multiple measurements with the nanogap electrodes using

individual monomer quality calls. In another embodiment, the method further comprises

providing a plurality of different reference samples corresponding to at least a subset of the

plurality of different distances between the nanogap electrodes. In another embodiment, the

method further comprises denaturing and/or cleaving the peptide sample prior to (b). In



another embodiment, the reference sample is associated with a first pulse duration and the

peptide sample is associated with a second pulse duration which is different from the first

pulse duration.

[0041] In an embodiment, the signal profile comprises a magnitude of a signal. In another

embodiment, the magnitude of the signal is a predetermined magnitude. In another

embodiment, the peptide sample and the at least one reference sample are alternately and

sequentially directed through the channel. In another embodiment, (c) further comprises (i)

changing the inter-electrode distance of the nanogap electrodes and (ii) making separate

measurements of the signals at the different inter-electrode distances. In another

embodiment, the nanocurrents include tunneling currents.

[0042] In another aspect of the present disclosure, a system for sequencing a peptide sample

having one or more monomers comprises a channel including at least one set of nanogap

electrodes having an inter-electrode distance that is variable; a fluid flow unit for directing

the peptide sample and at least one reference sample through the channel, wherein the

reference sample has a predetermined signal profile corresponding to a nanocurrent measured

by the nanogap electrodes; and a computer processor coupled to the nanogap electrodes and

programmed to (i) measure signals with the nanogap electrodes at variable inter-electrode

distances that correspond to nanocurrents as the peptide sample and reference sample are

directed through the channel, and (ii) identify the one or more monomers by comparing the

signals measured in (i) to the reference signals.

[0043] In an embodiment, the reference sample is a reference peptide sample with a

predetermined sequence of one or more monomers. In another embodiment, the computer

processor is programmed to identify the one or more monomers using a predetermined

relationship between a relative value of the signals and the reference signals.

[0044] In an embodiment, the channel comprises a plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes,

each set comprising at least two nanogap electrodes. In another embodiment, the plurality of

sets of nanogap electrodes comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of

nanogap electrodes having different inter-electrode gap distances. In another embodiment,

the computer processor is programmed to generate a consensus sequence of the peptide

sample using data from multiple measurements with the nanogap electrodes using individual

monomer quality calls. In another embodiment, the fluid flow system provides the reference

sample at a first pulse duration and the protein sample at a second pulse duration which is

different from the first pulse duration. In another embodiment, the computer processor is



programmed to (i) change the inter-electrode distance of the nanogap electrodes and (ii)

making separate measurements of the signals at the different inter-electrode distances.

[0045] Another aspect of the present disclosure provides a computer readable medium

comprising machine-executable code that, upon execution by one or more computer

processors, implements any of the methods above or elsewhere herein.

[0046] In some embodiments, a computer readable medium comprises machine executable

code that, upon execution by one or more computer processors, implements a method for

sequencing a protein sample having one or more amino acid monomers, the method

comprising: (a) directing the biomolecule through a channel including a plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes, wherein each set of the plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes includes

two nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least a subset of the plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes has different inter-electrode distances; (b) measuring signals with the plurality of

sets of nanogap electrodes that correspond to nanocurrents as the biomolecule is directed

through the channel, which signals correspond to the plurality of monomers of the

biomolecule; and (c) identifying the plurality of monomers by comparing the signals

measured in (b) to one or more references.

[0047] In some embodiments, a computer readable medium comprises machine executable

code that, upon execution by one or more computer processors, implements a method for

sequencing a protein sample having one or more amino acid monomers, the method

comprising (a) directing the peptide sample and at least one reference sample through a

channel including at least one set of nanogap electrodes having an inter-electrode distance

that is variable, wherein the reference sample has a predetermined signal profile

corresponding to a nanocurrent measured by the nanogap electrodes; (b) measuring signals

with the nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode distances that correspond to

nanocurrents as the protein sample and reference sample are directed through the channel,

which signals include reference signals associated with the reference sample; and (c)

identifying the one or more monomers by comparing the signals measured in (b) to the

reference signals.

[0048] Additional aspects and advantages of the present disclosure will become readily

apparent to those skilled in this art from the following detailed description, wherein only

illustrative embodiments of the present disclosure are shown and described. As will be

realized, the present disclosure is capable of other and different embodiments, and its several

details are capable of modifications in various obvious respects, all without departing from



the disclosure. Accordingly, the drawings and description are to be regarded as illustrative in

nature, and not as restrictive.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[0049] All publications, patents, and patent applications mentioned in this specification are

herein incorporated by reference to the same extent as if each individual publication, patent,

or patent application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by

reference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0050] The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the appended

claims. A better understanding of the features and advantages of the present invention will be

obtained by reference to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative

embodiments, in which the principles of the invention are utilized, and the accompanying

drawings (also "figure" and "FIG." herein), of which:

[0051] FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing a structure of a biomolecule sequencing

apparatus;

[0052] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a functional structure of a control unit;

[0053] FIG. 3 is a view showing a schematic example of a conductance-time profile;

[0054] FIG. 4 is a view showing an example of a relative conductance table;

[0055] FIG. 5 is a view showing biomolecule sequencing;

[0056] FIG. 6 is a view showing an example of a conductance histogram;

[0057] FIG. 7 is a view showing an example of a conductance histogram;

[0058] FIG. 8 is a view showing optimization of concentration of a reference substance (or

reference sample);

[0059] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a biomolecule sequencing process;

[0060] FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing a structure of a biomolecule sequencing

apparatus;

[0061] FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a functional structure for a control unit;

[0062] FIG. 12 is a view showing conductances of amino acid for different distances between

electrodes;

[0063] FIG. 13 is a view showing an example of a relative conductance table;

[0064] FIG. 14 is a view for explaining a biomolecule sequencing method;

[0065] FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing a monomer identification process;



[0066] FIG. 16 is a schematic view showing a configuration of a biomolecule sequencing

apparatus

[0067] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a functional configuration of a control unit;

[0068] FIG. 18 is a view showing conductance and pulse duration time for a pulse;

[0069] FIG. 19 is a view showing one example of a histogram of the maximum conductance;

[0070] FIG. 20 is a view showing one example of a histogram of the pulse duration time;

[0071] FIG. 1 is a view showing one example of a histogram of conductance;

[0072] FIG. 22 is a view for showing reference physical quantities for different inter-

electrode distances;

[0073] FIGs. 23A-23C are views showing procedures for preliminary preparation;

[0074] FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing a biomolecule sequencing process;

[0075] FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing an identification process;

[0076] FIG. 26 is a view showing a conductance histogram used to explain calculation of a

probability density function for a kind of amino acid;

[0077] FIG. 27 is a view for explaining assignment of identified kinds of amino acids;

[0078] FIG. 28 is a view showing identification of different types of amino acids for different

inter-electrode distances;

[0079] FIG. 29 is a schematic view showing a configuration of a biomolecule sequencing

apparatus;

[0080] FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a functional configuration of a control unit;

[0081] FIG. 3 1 is a flowchart showing a biomolecule sequencing process;

[0082] FIG. 32 is a view showing conductance separation of modified amino acids; and

[0083] FIG. 33 shows a computer control system that is programmed or otherwise configured

to implement devices, systems and methods of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0084] While various embodiments of the invention have been shown and described herein, it

will be obvious to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided by way of

example only. Numerous variations, changes, and substitutions may occur to those skilled in

the art without departing from the invention. It should be understood that various alternatives

to the embodiments of the invention described herein may be employed.

[0085] The term "gap," as used herein, generally refers to a pore, channel or passage formed

or otherwise provided in a material. The material may be a solid state material, such as a

substrate. The gap may be disposed adjacent or in proximity to a sensing circuit or an



electrode coupled to a sensing circuit. In some examples, a gap has a characteristic width or

diameter on the order of 0 .1 nanometers (nm) to about 1000 nm. A gap having a width on the

order of nanometers may be referred to as a "nanogap" (also "nanochannel" herein). In some

situations, a nanogap has a width that is from about 0 .1 nanometers (nm) to 50 nm, 0.5 nm to

30 nm, or 0.5 nm or 10 nm, 0.5 nm to 5 nm, or 0.5 nm to 2 nm, or no greater than 2 nm, 1

nm, 0.9 nm, 0.8 nm, 0.7 nm, 0.6 nm, or 0.5 nm. In some cases, a nanogap has a width that is

at least about 0.5 nm, 0.6 nm, 0.7 nm, 0.8 nm, 0.9 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, 4 nm, or 5 nm. In

some cases, the width of a nanogap can be less than a diameter of a biomolecule or a subunit

(e.g., monomer) of the biomolecule.

[0086] The term "current," as used herein, generally refers to electrical current. Current that

is on the order of micro or nano amperes may be referred to as a "nano current" (also

"nanocurrent" herein). In some examples, current is or includes tunneling current.

[0087] The term "electrode," as used herein, generally refers to a material that can be used to

measure electrical current. An electrode can be used to measure electrical current to or from

another electrode. In some situations, electrodes can be disposed in a channel (e.g., nanogap)

and be used to measure the current across the channel. The current can be a tunneling

current. Such a current can be detected upon the flow of a biomolecule (e.g., protein) through

the nanogap. In some cases, a sensing circuit coupled to electrodes provides an applied

voltage across the electrodes to generate a current. As an alternative or in addition to, the

electrodes can be used to measure and/or identify the electric conductance associated with a

biomolecule (e.g., an amino acid subunit or monomer of a protein). In such a case, the

tunneling current can be related to the electric conductance.

[0088] Electrodes situated in a nanogap may be referred to as "nanogap electrodes."

Nanogap electrodes can include at least two electrodes, which may be electrically isolated

from one another in the absence of an entity that electrically couples the electrodes together,

such as, for example, a biomolecule or an electrical conductor (e.g., metal nanoparticle).

[0089] The term "protein," as used herein, generally refers to a biological molecule, or

macromolecule, having one or more amino acid monomers, subunits or residues. A protein

containing 50 or fewer amino acids, for example, may be referred to as a "peptide." The

amino acid monomers can be selected from any naturally occurring and/or synthesized amino

acid monomer, such as, for example, 20, 21, or 22 naturally occurring amino acids. In some

cases, 20 amino acids are encoded in the genetic code of a subject. Some proteins may

include amino acids selected from about 500 naturally and non-naturally occurring amino

acids. In some situations, a protein can include one or more amino acids selected from



isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan and valine,

arginine, histidine, alanine, asparagine, aspartic acid, cysteine, glutamine, glutamic acid,

glycine, proline, serin and tyrosine.

[0090] The term "nucleic acid," as used herein, generally refers to a molecule comprising one

or more nucleic acid subunits or monomers. A nucleic acid may include one or more subunits

selected from adenosine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), thymine (T) and uracil (U), or

variants thereof. A nucleotide can include A, C, G, T or U, or variants thereof. A nucleotide

can include any subunit that can be incorporated into a growing nucleic acid strand. Such

subunit can be an A, C, G, T, or U, or any other subunit that is specific to one or more

complementary A, C, G, T or U, or complementary to a purine (i.e., A or G, or variant

thereof) or a pyrimidine (i.e., C, T or U, or variant thereof). A subunit can enable individual

nucleic acid bases or groups of bases (e.g., AA, TA, AT, GC, CG, CT, TC, GT, TG, AC, CA,

or uracil-counterparts thereof) to be resolved. In some examples, a nucleic acid is

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or ribonucleic acid (RNA), or derivatives thereof. A nucleic

acid may be single-stranded or double stranded.

[0091] The present disclosure provides devices, systems and methods for the identification of

biomolecules, such as, for example, peptides, nucleic acid molecules, and sugars. Nucleic

acid molecules can include deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA), and

variants thereof. Nucleic acid molecules may be single or double stranded. Biomolecules of

the present disclosure can include monomers or individual subunits. Examples of monomers

include amino acids and nucleotides.

[0092] In some embodiments, a tunneling current may flow when a monomer may pass

through between electrodes and may be measured as a nano current. In some embodiments,

constitute amino acids may be identified so as to determine the sequence of one or more

peptides, wherein the amino acids may comprise the one or more peptides, which may result

from degradation of one or more proteins.

[0093] As shown in FIG. 1, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus 10 according to a first

embodiment may include a nanogap electrode pair 12, a measurement power source 18,

electrophoresis electrode pair 20, an electrophoresis power source 22, an ammeter 24 and a

control unit 26. These structures are described herein.

[0094] A nanogap electrode pair 12 may comprise two electrodes, each of which may be

formed on a dielectric(s) 14. The two electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair may be spaced

apart from each other such that a tunneling current may flow when a monomer 52 or a

reference substance (or reference sample) 54 (described in detail elsewhere herein), which



may be contained in a sample 50, may be passed through between the electrodes of a nanogap

electrode pair. The method of manufacturing a nanogap electrode pair 1 is not particularly

limited.

[0095] A measurement power source 18 may be configured to apply voltage to the electrodes

of a nanogap electrode pair 12. Magnitude of a voltage which may be applied to the

electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 by measurement power source 18 is not particularly

limited, and may be between 0 .1 V and 2 V, 0 .1 V and 1.5 V, 0 .1 V and 1.4 V, 0 .1 V and 1.3

V, 0.1 V and 1.2 V, 0.1 V and 1.1 V, 0.25 and 1.1 V, 0.25 V and 1 V, 0.25 V and 0.75 V, or

0.6 V and 0.85 V. In some cases, the voltage may be at least about 0.1 V, 0.2 V, 0.3 V, 0.4

V, 0.5 V, 0.6 V, 0.7 V, 0.8 V, 0.9 V, I V, 1.1 V, 1.2 V, 1.3 V, 1.4 V, 1.5 V, or 2 V. As an

alternative, the voltage may be less than or equal to about 2 V, 1.5 V, 1.4 V, 1.3 V, 1.2 V, 1.1

V, 1 V, 0.9 V, 0.8 V, 0.7 V, 0.6 V, 0.5 V, 0.4 V, 0.3 V, 0.2 V, or 0.1 V. A structure for

measurement power source 18 is not particularly limited, and any known power source

device may be suitably used.

[0096] Electrophoresis electrodes pair 20 may be located so as to form an electric field in a

direction in which monomer 52 and the reference substance 54, which may be contained in

sample 50, may move (shown by block arrow A in FIG. 1). When an electric field may be

formed between a pair of electrophoresis electrodes 20, monomer 52 and/or reference

substance 54 may be electrophoretically moved in the direction of the electric field,

depending on the charge of monomer 52 and or reference substance 54; alternatively,

depending on the charge of monomer 52 and or reference substance 54, monomer 52 and or

reference substance may move oppositely to an electrophoretic filed generated by

electrophoresis electrode pair. Monomer 52 and or reference substance 54 may be moved so

as to pass through between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12.

[0097] Electrophoresis power source 22 may be configured to apply voltage to

electrophoresis electrode pair 20. The magnitude of voltage which may be applied to

electrophoresis electrode pair20 by electrophoresis power source 22 may not be particularly

limited. It may be possible to suitably set a voltage for a speed whereby monomer 52 and or

reference substance 54 may be pass through between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair

12 may be controlled. The structure of electrophoresis power source 22 is not particularly

limited, and any known power supply source device may be suitably used.

[0098] Ammeter 24 may be configured to measure a tunneling current that may be generated

when monomer 52 and or reference substance 54 may pass through between the electrodes of

nanogap electrode pair 12 to which voltage may be applied by measurement power source 18.



The structure of ammeter 24 is not particularly limited, and any known current measuring

device may be suitably used.

[0099] Control unit 26 may be configured to control the respective structures of biomolecule

sequencing apparatus 10, and may be configured to identify a kind of monomer 52 based on a

signal corresponding to a measured tunneling current.

[0100] Control unit 26 may comprise a computer including a central processing unit (CPU)

and memory, such as random access memory (RAM) or read only memory (ROM), which

may store a biomolecule sequencing program as described herein, and so on. As shown in

FIG. 2, in terms of function, control unit 26 may include an electrophoresis control unit 30, a

measurement control unit 32 and an identification unit 34. The respective units are described

in detail below.

[0101] Electrophoresis control unit 30 may be configured to control voltage application by

electrophoresis power source 22, such that monomer 52 and or reference substance 54 may

be passed through between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12.

[0102] Measurement control unit 32 may be configured to control ammeter 24 such that

ammeter 24 may measure tunneling current that flows between the electrodes of nanogap

electrode pair 12. Although a time utilized for measuring tunneling current is not limited, a

time utilized may be less than 1 minute, 1 to 2 minutes, 2 to 4 minutes, 4 to 10 minutes, 10 to

20 minutes, 20 to 30 minutes, 30 to 40 minutes, 40 to 50 minutes or 50 minutes to 1 hour, 1

to 2 hours, 2 to 3 hours, 3 to 5 hours, 5 to 10 hours, or more than 10 hours for example. In

some cases, the time may be at least about 1 second, 10 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2

minutes, 3 minutes, 4 minutes, 5 minutes, 6 minutes, 7 minutes, 8 minutes, 9 minutes, 10

minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, 5 hours, 6 hours, or 12 hours. As an

alternative, the time may be less than or equal to about 12 hours, 6 hours, 5 hours, 4 hours, 3

hours, 2 hours, 1 hour, 30 minutes, 20 minutes, 10 minutes, 9 minutes, 8 minutes, 7 minutes,

6 minutes, 5 minutes, 4 minutes, 3 minutes, 2 minutes, 1 minute, 30 seconds, 10 seconds, or 1

second. In addition, measurement control unit 32 may be configured to obtain current values

of tunneling current measured by ammeter 24, and to determine a conductance from obtained

current values so as to create a conductance-time profile. Conductance may be calculated by

dividing current values of tunneling current by a voltage V which may have been applied to

the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 when tunneling current may have been measured.

With the use of a conductance, even when a value of voltage to be applied between the

electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 differs between measurements, profiles with a unified

reference may be obtained. When a value of voltage to be applied between the electrodes of



nanogap electrode pair 1 is unchanged between measurements, the current values of the

tunneling current and the conductance can be equally handled.

[0103] Alternatively, measurement control unit 32 may amplify tunneling current measured

by ammeter 24 by using a current amplifier and then obtain a measurement of an amplified

current. Using of a current amplifier, a value of a tunneling nano current may be amplified,

whereby tunneling current may be measured with high sensitivity. A commercially available

variable high-speed current amplifier (manufactured by Femto GmbH, Catalog No. DHPCA-

100) may be used as a current amplifier, for example.

[0104] Identification unit 34 may be configured to identify using as a reference a signal

indicating reference substance 54 which may be included in a plurality of signals seen in a

conductance-time profile created by measurement control unit 32, whereby a kind of

monomer may be indicated by an additional signal.

[0105] FIG. 3 shows a schematic example of a conductance-time profile. As shown in FIG.

3, a plurality of signals seen in a conductance-time profile may be time intervals having a

peak value. Each peak, and each peak value may correspond to one signal. Thus, in the

example shown in FIG. 3, there is one signal in a time interval pointed to by arrow "A", and

there are four signals in a time interval pointed to by arrow "B".

[0106] In addition, in the example shown in FIG. 3, the signal of the time interval pointed to

by arrow "A" may be a signal indicating a reference substance 54, and the respective signals

included in a signal group of a time interval pointed to by arrow "B" may be signals

indicating several different monomers 52. In some embodiments, when a conductance of

signal indicating reference substance 54, and a relative conductance of each kind of the

monomer 52 to be identified with respect to a conductance signal indicating reference

substance 54 may be known, the kinds of monomers indicated by each signal may be

identified.

[0107] To be specific, relative conductances of a monomer 52 to be identified with respect to

a conductance specific to reference substance 54 may be stored in a relative conductance

table 36 in advance. FIG. 4 shows an example of a relative conductance table 36. As shown

in FIG. 5, identification unit 34 may compare conductances of signals other than a signal

indicating reference substance 54, which may be seen in conductance-time profile, and the

relative conductances of monomer 52 to be identified, which may be stored in relative

conductance table 36, and identifies a kind of monomer having a relative conductance which

coincides with a signal conductance, allowing identification of the kind of the monomer

indicted by a signal. A relative conductance may be considered to coincide with a signal



conductance both wherein a relative conductance and a signal conductance completely

coincide with each other, but also wherein a difference therebetween is not more than a

threshold value.

[0108] In order to identify a kind of monomer 52 indicated by a signal using relative

conductance values, reference substance 54 preferably has the following properties.

[0109] When a nano current such as a tunneling current may be measured using gap

electrodes, a distance between an electrode and a molecule passing through between the

electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair has an influence on a magnitude of a nano current to

be measured. Thus, when a monomer changes its position relative to the electrodes of a

nanogap electrode pair each time when it is passed through between the electrodes, measured

conductance (e.g., magnitude of signal) may vary for each measurement. For example, as

shown in FIG. 6, wherein a histogram of conductances obtained through a plurality of

measurements is created, a substance having a large variance in the histogram is not suited

for use as reference substance 54. Thus, a substance whose conductance does not so vary

significantly for each measurement may be more effectively used as reference substance 54.

As shown in FIG. 7, for example, a substance having a small variance in a histogram of

conductances obtained through a plurality of measurements is suited to be used as reference

substance 54.

[0110] In order to reduce variations in conductance between measurements, it may be

desirable to utilize for reference substance 54, a composition wherein variation in the

orientation of a reference substance has relatively little effect on measurements with respect

to a space between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair for through which a reference

substance 54 may be passed through between the electrodes. For example, compounds may

be used wherein the orientation may be uniquely determined when the compound passes

through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair because of a relationship between a

space between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair and shapes of a compound wherein

variant orientations of the compound between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair may

be precluded; alternatively compounds may be utilized for reference substance 54 whose

orientations may be electrophoretically controlled so as to be unchanged when they are

passed through between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair. Moreover, when the

shapes of a compound which may be utilized as a reference substance 54 which may be

spherical or sufficiently spherical in shape that the orientation of a compound used as a

reference substance 54 may not have a significant influence on measured conductances

associated with the compound utilized as a reference substance 54, the orientation with



respect to the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair of the compounds utilized as a reference

substance 54 may be effectively unchanged when they are passed through between the

electrodes, without any need for considering a relationship between the compound utilized as

a reference substance 54 and the electrodes.

[0111] In addition, since a signal indicating reference substance 54 may be used as a

reference, it is preferable that the signal can be obviously differentiated from a signal

indicating a monomer 52 to be identified. Thus, it is preferable that reference substance 54

have an electric conductivity, and may have a conductivity which may not be confused with a

monomer to be identified. Further, in order to make stable a signal associated with reference

substance 54 as a reference, reference substance which may be contained in sample 50 may

preferably be composed of compounds with the same shape. In addition, as shown in FIG. 3,

since it is preferable that a signal indicating reference substance differs significantly from a

signal indicating monomer 52, reference substance preferably has a large conductance as

compared with that of a monomer 52 to be identified.

[0112] In consideration of the above conditions, metal nanoparticles or fullerenes may be

used as reference substances 54. Metal nanoparticles may, for example, be gold

nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles, copper nanoparticles, aluminum nanoparticles and the

like. When the size of a monomer 52 to be identified may be about 0.5 nm to 2 nm,

fullerenes may suitably be used as reference substances 54. On the other hand, when the size

of a monomer 52 to be identified is 2 nm or more, metal nanoparticles such as gold

nanoparticles may suitably be used as reference substances 54.

[0113] Next, a monomer identifying method carried out by using the biomolecule sequencing

apparatus 10 according to the first embodiment is described.

[0114] At least one or more kinds of monomer 52 may be dissolved in a solution. The

solution is not particularly limited. For example, ultrapure water may be used. Ultrapure

water may be manufactured, for example, using a Milli-Q Integral 3, Milli-Q Integral Catalog

No. 3/5/10/15 manufactured by Millipore Co. A concentration of monomer 52 in solution is

not particularly limited, and may be from about 0.01 µΜ to 1.0 µΜ , or 0.0 1 µΜ to 0.5 µΜ .

In some cases, the concentration of monomer 52 in solution is less than about 5 µΜ , 4 µΜ , 3

µΜ , 2 µΜ , 1.5 µΜ , 1 µΜ , 0.5 µΜ , 0.1 µΜ , or 0.01 µΜ . As an alternative, the concentration

of monomer 52 in solution is more than about 0.01 µΜ , 0.1 µΜ , 0.5 µΜ , 1 µΜ , 1.5 µΜ , 2

µΜ , 3 µΜ , 4 µΜ , or 5 µΜ .



[0115] Then, aforementioned reference substances 54 may be added to a solution in which

monomer 52 may be dissolved. A concentration of reference substances 54 in the solution

may be optimized such that a rate of the signal indicating reference substance 54 with respect

to a plurality of signals seen in a conductance-time profile falls within a predetermined rate

range. As shown in FIG. 8, when a concentration of reference substances 54 is low, as the

number of signals (indicated by "A" in FIG. 8) indicating reference substance 54 in the

conductance-time profile is small, the signal indicating reference substance 54 cannot be

frequently detected, potentially preventing effective compensation for monomer 52 signal

variations. Meanwhile, when the concentration of reference substances 54 is potentially too

high, as the number of signals indicating reference substance 54 in the conductance-time

profile is large, the reference substance 54 signals may give rise to noise, and may interfere

with passage of monomers 52. Thus, a predetermined range may be defined so as to provide

an optimum number of signals in consideration of balance between stability in identification

and reduction in noise. The number of reference substance signals needed within a period of

time may be a function of the stability of a biomolecule sequencing apparatus, wherein if a

biomolecule sequencing apparatus is highly stable, with little in the way of temperature

dependence and stable nanogap electrode pair electrode tips, considerable periods of time

may be permissible without needing a signal from a reference substance. If a biomolecule

sequencing apparatus is, for example, temperature dependent, it may be desirable to have

more frequent signals from a reference substance. It may , for example, be desirable to have

a signal from a reference substance whenever a conductance may change as a result of

systematic changes such as, for example temperature, by greater than 2%, greater than 5%,

greater than 10%, greater than 20%, or greater than 30% relative to conductances as

measured under previous systematic conditions. It may be necessary to utilize multiple

signals from reference substances to determine systematic changes; reference signals will not

be uniformly distributed, but will likely follow a Poisson distribution; so a frequency of

signals from reference substances may need to occur more frequently, such that a

predetermined statistical confidence may be achieved with respect to the likelihood of a

biomolecular sequencing system systematically changing by more than a desired amount, and

a number of reference substance signals needed to determined and or compensate for such a

change, and a distribution of reference substance signals.

[0116] Then, the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair 12 may have sample 50 caused to be

positioned thereupon, and a voltage may be applied by measurement power source 18 to the

electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12, and voltage may be applied by electrophoresis power



source 22 to electrophoresis electrode pair 20. Thereafter, a CPU of a computer which may

comprise control unit 26 may retrieve biomolecule sequencing program which may be stored

in ROM so as to execute it, so that a biomolecule sequencing process as shown in FIG. 9 may

be carried out by biomolecule sequencing apparatus 10.

[0117] In step S10 of a biomolecule sequencing process as shown in FIG. 9, measurement

control unit 32 may control the ammeter 24, such that a tunneling current, which may be

generated when monomer 52 and reference substance 54 may be passed through between the

electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12,and may be measured for a predetermined period of

time.

[0118] Then, in a step S12, measurement control unit 32 may obtain current values of

measured tunneling current, and may calculate a conductance for measurement points so as to

create a conductance-time profile as shown in FIG. 3, for example. Then, in a step S14,

identification unit 34 may obtain relative conductances of monomer 52 to be identified from

relative conductance table 36.

[0119] Then, in step SI6, identification unit 34 may compare the conductance-time profile

created in step S12 and relative conductances obtained in step S14, to identify the kind of

monomer indicated by each signal. Then, in step SI8, identification unit 34 outputs an

identification result, and a biomolecule sequencing process may be finished.

[0120] As described herein, an identification apparatus may utilize as a reference substance, a

substance having a small variation in conductance in a conductance-time profile created

based on tunneling currents that flow between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair. By

using as a reference a conductance of a signal indicating a reference substance in a

conductance-time profile, a kind of the monomer indicated by an additional signal may be

identified. Thus, a reference substance may be utilized as a standard such that, for a sample

containing an unknown molecule, biomolecule sequencing utilizing nano current

measurement using nanogap electrode pair(s) may be carried out without needing an

additional step such as a separation step, a refinement step or the like.

[0121] In describing FIG. 10 hereinafter, those reference numbers which are similarly used in

FIG. 1 refer to parts identical to those of FIG. 1 and detailed description thereof is omitted.

[0122] A biomolecule sequencing apparatus can include a plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes, each set comprising at least two electrodes. In FIG. 10, biomolecule sequencing

apparatus 210 may include multiple nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C, a

measurement power source 18, a pair of electrophoresis electrodes 20, an electrophoresis

power source 22, an ammeter 24 and a control unit 226. Each of the nanogap electrode pairs



1 A, 12B and 12C is a set of nanogap electrodes. The control unit 226 may be similar or

identical to control unit 26 describe elsewhere herein.

[0123] A structure for nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C may be the same as that for

nanogap electrode pair 12 described in association with FIG. 1. Nanogap electrode pairs

12A, 12B and 12C may be formed on dielectric(s) 14 such that centers between the electrodes

may be aligned on the same axis. A path through which a monomer 52 and reference

substance 54 may pass may be defined between each of the electrodes of nanogap electrode

pairs 12A, 12B and 12C. A distance between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A

may be depicted as dl, a gap between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12B may be

depicted as d2, and a gap between the pair electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12C may be

depicted as d3. Distances dl, d2 and d3 may differ from one another. In the example shown

in FIG. 10, dl>d2>d3. For example, distance dl may be 1.0 nm, distance d2 may be 0.7 nm

and distance d3 may be 0.5 nm.

[0124] As shown in FIG. 11, control unit 226 may include an electrophoresis control unit 30,

a measurement control unit 232 and an identification unit 234.

[0125] The measurement control unit 232 may be configured to control ammeter 24 such that

tunneling currents generated between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and

12C may be separately measured. In addition, measurement control unit 232 may be

configured to obtain current values of tunneling currents for each distance between the

electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs measured by ammeter 24 and to calculate conductances

so as to create a conductance-time profile for each distance between the electrodes of

nanogap electrode pairs.

[0126] Identification unit 234 may be configured to identify signal(s) indicating reference

substance 54 corresponding to a distance(s) between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs

included in a plurality of signals seen in a conductance-time profile for each distance between

electrodes, and to normalize additional signals based on identified reference substance 54

signal(s). Then, based on a comparison performed for each distance associated with different

distances between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs, identification unit 234 may be

configured to identify a kind of the monomer indicated by a normalized additional signal.

[0127] FIG. 12 shows relative conductances for different distances d between electrodes or

nanogap electrode pairs, for multiple kinds of monomers (amino acids in the example shown

in FIG. 12). Relative conductance herein may mean a conductance for each monomer (amino

acid) when a largest conductance associated with a monomer (amino acid) among monomer

kinds (amino acid kinds in FIG. 12 may be normalized to 1. In the example shown in FIG.



12, the distance between electrodes dl is 1.0 nm, the distance between electrodes d2 is 0.7

nm, and the distance between electrodes d3 is 0.4 nm. As shown in FIG. 12, when the

distance between electrodes d is 0.4 nm, relative conductances of His, Thr Tyr and Trp are

approximately equal to each other. When a distance between electrodes d is 0.7 nm, relative

conductances of Cys and Pro are shown to be approximately equal to each other and relative

conductances of Tyr and Trp are shown to be approximately equal to each other. When a

distance between electrodes d is 1.0 nm, relative conductances of Cys, Pro and Phe are shown

to be approximately equal to each other. When the relative conductances are approximately

equal to each other, identification precision of a kind of monomer (amino acid) identified

may be low.

[0128] A histogram associated with a monomer may be different from histograms associated

with other monomers, or may be similar or the same as histogram(s) utilized for one or more

other monomers. Further, histograms associated with monomers may also be different for

different inter-electrode distances d . A function derived from histograms may generate a

curve, which may be a continuous curve or a discontinuous curve, wherein the curve may be

used to determine a kind of monomer utilizing deconvolution. In some embodiments a

deconvolution matrix may be generated from a standard for a monomer type and inter-

electrode distance d . In some embodiments deconvolution may be used to determine a likely

monomer king. Math for deconvolution is well known to algorithm developers. In some

embodiments matrix math or linear algebra may be used for deconvolution.

[0129] For a given monomer determination there may be many different measurements.

Some of these measurements may be made with different inter-electrode distances d . In

some embodiments, because some of the inter-electrode distances are more suited to

determining a monomer kind for a monomer of interest, the quality of the data may be better

for some inter-electrode distances than for other inter-electrode distances. In other

embodiments it may be desirable to use all the available data when determining a monomer.

In some embodiments a quality metric may be used to weight each measurement when

making a consensus monomer determination. This may be more useful for samples wherein

a number of possible monomers may be large such as for protein sequencing, but may also be

used for samples with fewer monomers such as for DNA sequencing.

[0130] Electrophoretic speed (velocity and direction) of a protein or sugar may depend upon

monomer composition. Charge of a protein may be positive, negative or neutral. Charge

level and sign may depend on pH and or ionic concentration. In some embodiments

electrophoretic speed may be determined from a current vs. time profile for a polymer



sequence as charge to mass ratio may be different for many monomers. In some

embodiments electrophoretic speed may be used to generate a monomer composition value

and may be utilized to check or weight a sequence consensus determination, or may be

utilized in monomer determination wherein pulse durations associated with monomer kinds

which may originate from a table or calculation may be modified based on polymer speed

through a nanogap electrode pair(s).

[0131] In some embodiments a quality metric may be generated from a residual remaining

after deconvolution. In some embodiments a quality metric may be generated from physical

measurements such as tunneling current level, noise level, event duration time or a mode of

tunneling current.

[0132] As charge may vary at different monomer positions within a polymer at for some

biopolymers, associated electrophoretic speed may vary concordantly. For neutral molecules

no motion may be expected unless as a result of electroosmotic flow. Flow velocity may

depend upon a temperature of a solution, and may thus vary in different regions of a system

which may have different solution temperatures. In some embodiments a biopolymer may be

moved past the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s) using one of electrophoresis,

electroosmosis, pressure driven flow or combinations of the above. In some embodiments,

temperature, pH or ionic concentration of a sample may be varied to change flow

characteristics.

[0133] Thus, which monomer(s) may be able to be determined may be set in advance for

each distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs. Simultaneously, for each

distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs, a reference substance 54 which may

be readily identified corresponding to different distances between electrodes may be selected

in advance, which may result in the use of multiple reference substances, wherein different

reference substances may be utilized as a standard for different inter-electrode distances

associated with the electrodes of different nanogap electrode pairs. In addition, a relative

conductance of a monomer 52 to be identified, which may be identifiable utilizing one or

more distances between electrodes, with respect to a particular conductance of reference

substance 54 corresponding to the distance between electrodes, may be stored in a relative

conductance table 236 in advance. FIG. 13 shows an example of a relative conductance table

236.

[0134] FIG. 14 schematically shows an identification process which may effectuated by

identification unit 234. As shown in FIG. 14, identification unit 234 may compares

conductances of signals other than a signal indicating reference substance 54 corresponding



to the distance between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair, which may be seen in

conductance-time profile(s) for each distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs,

and relative conductances of monomer 52 to be identified that may be identifiable for

distance(s) between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s), which may be stored in relative

conductance table 236, so as to identify a kind of monomer indicated by each signal.

Signal(s) (signal depicted by "X" in FIG. 14) which cannot be identified based on

conductance-time profile for a distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s),

identification unit 234 may identify a kind of monomer based on another conductance-time

profile for another distance(s) between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s).

[0135] In some embodiments, a biomolecule sequencing method carried out using

biomolecule sequencing apparatus210, an embodiment may, in a manner similar to that

described in association with FIG. 10, at least one or more kinds of monomer 52 may be

dissolved in a solution. Then, previously described reference substance(s) 54 may be added

to a solution in which monomer(s) 52 may be dissolved. In some embodiments, reference

substance(s) 54 may be added which may provide signals useful as a reference substance

corresponding to distances between electrodes (dl, d2 and d3) of nanogap electrode pairs

12A, 12B and 12C.

[0136] Then, nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C may have sample 50 introduced

thereto. Voltage may be applied by measurement power source 18 to respective nanogap

electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C, and voltage may be applied by electrophoresis power

source 22 to electrophoresis electrode pair 20. Thereafter, a CPU of a computer comprising

control unit 226 may retrieve biomolecule sequencing program which may be stored in ROM,

RAM, FLASH or other storage media so as to execute it, so that biomolecule sequencing

process shown in FIG. 15 may be carried out by biomolecule sequencing apparatus 210.

[0137] In step S20 of biomolecule sequencing process as shown in FIG. 15, measurement

control unit 232 may control ammeter 24, such that tunneling (or tunnel) currents, which may

be generated when monomer(s) 52 and reference substance(s) 54 may be passed through a

path formed by the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C, wherein

measurement may occur for a predetermined period of time.

[0138] Then, in step S22, measurement control unit 232 may obtain current values of

measured tunneling currents, and may calculate a conductance for each measurement point so

as to create, for each distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s), a

conductance-time profile as shown in FIG. 3, for example. Then, in step S24, identifying unit

234 may set variable i to a value of 1.



[0139] Then, in step S26, identification unit 234 may obtain, from relative conductance table

236, a relative conductance for monomer(s) 52 corresponding to a distance between

electrodes di, i.e., a relative conductance of monomer(s) 52 to be identified which may be

identifiable for a distance di between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair.

[0140] Then, in step S28, identification unit 234 may compare conductance-time profile for a

distance di between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s), which may be created in step

S22, and a relative conductance which may be obtained in step S26 so as to identify a kind of

monomer indicated by each signal.

[0141] Then, in step S30, it may be determined whether identification unit 234 has finished a

process for all distances di between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s) or not. When

there is an unprocessed distance di between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s), the

program may proceed to step S32 in which i is incremented by one, and the program returns

to step S26. When a process may be finished for all distances di between electrodes of

nanogap electrode pair(s), the program may proceed to step S34 where identification unit 234

may output an identification result, and a monomer identifying process may be finished.

[0142] As described herein, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus and method may utilize

conductances obtained from tunneling currents generated between the electrodes of nanogap

electrode pairs with different distances between electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs may be

used, allowing a more precise and or speedy identification may be carried out in comparison

a biomolecule sequencing system and method which may utilize a single nanogap electrode

pair.

[0143] In some embodiments, nanogap electrode pairs may be vertically stacked to provide

alignment between the electrodes of several nanogap electrode pairs such that respective pairs

of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C may be stacked on one another such that

centers between the electrodes may be aligned on a single axis; in other embodiments,

nanogap electrode pairs may be horizontally aligned on a planar surface so as to allow

alignment between electrodes of several nanogap electrode pairs such that respective nanogap

electrodes 12A, 12B and 12C may be arranged on the same plane. In further embodiments,

nanogap electrode pairs may be arranged with multiple common axes, permitting parallel

measurements to be conducted. In some embodiments, by providing respective nanogap

electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C with electrophoresis electrodes, for example, monomer(s)

52 and reference substance(s) 54 may be controlled so as to pass sequentially through

between the respective electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C.



[0144] In some embodiments, in addition to embodiments described herein whereby multiple

inter-electrode distances of electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs may have different

distances between electrodes, in other embodiments there may be provided a mechanism for

changing a distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s). For example, a

principle of leverage may be utilized. In some embodiments, by adjusting a geometric

arrangement of a power point, a support point and an action point, a distance between

electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair may be changed. More specifically, by pushing

upward upon a part of nanogap electrode pair(s) utilizing a piezoelectric element, an end of

an electrode of a nanogap electrode pair(s) serving as an action point may be moved so that a

distance between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair(s) may be changed. In some

embodiments, based on a corresponding relationship between a piezoelectric element

movement distance and a distance between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), a

desired distance between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s) may be set.

[0145] In some embodiments, tunneling current may be measured and identification of

monomers may be effectuated using any biomolecule sequencing method described herein,

which may use nano current measurement using nanogap electrodes. In some embodiments,

a processing step such as a separation process or a purification process may not be required

prior to measurement, and a highly precise biomolecule sequencing may be performed which

may be highly selective for wide experimental conditions.

[0146] For example, when a biomolecule sequencing system and or method as described

herein may be used for measuring a typical biopolymer nucleic acid base chains, gene

sequence and a gene expression analysis can be made more precise and with improved

selectivity. Moreover, a biomolecule sequencing system and or method as described herein

may be applied to a rapid, highly sensitive allergen inspection and disease diagnosis with

lower cost which may be utilized in the fields of public health, safety and environment. In

some embodiments as shown in FIG. 16, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus 10 may include

a nanogap electrode pair 12, an inter-electrode distance changing unit 16, a measurement

power source 18, an electrophoresis electrode pair 20, an electrophoresis power source 22, an

ammeter 24, and a control unit 26. Hereinafter, the respective structures will be explained.

[0147] A nanogap electrode pair 12 has two electrodes provided on a dielectric(s) 14 and

disposed to face with each other at an inter-electrode distance d at which a tunneling current

may flow when a peptide 50 passes through between the nanogap electrode pair 12. If an

inter-electrode distance d is substantially longer than molecular diameters of amino acids

(they are shown by ellipses in FIG. 16) comprising peptide 50, very little tunneling current



may flow between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12, and two or more amino acids

may enter between the electrodes of the nanogap electrode pair 12 at the same time. On the

contrary, if the inter-electrode distance d is too short as compared with the molecular

diameters of amino acids, peptide 50 may not enter between the electrodes of nanogap

electrode pair 12.

[0148] If the inter-electrode distance d is too long or too short as compared with the

molecular diameters of the amino acids comprising peptide 50, it may difficult to detect

tunneling current for each amino acid of the amino acids comprising peptide 50. Therefore,

inter-electrode distance d may be longer than, shorter than, or equal to the molecular

diameters of amino acids comprising peptide 50. For example, an inter-electrode distance

may be 0.5 to 2 times the molecular diameters of amino acids comprising a peptide, 1 to 1.5

times the molecular diameters of amino acids comprising a peptide, or 0.8 to 1.0 times the

molecular diameters of amino acids comprising a peptide, or 1 to 1.2 times the molecular

diameters of amino acids comprising a peptide, or a respective ratio between a molecular

diameter of a monomer and an inter-electrode distance.

[0149] Herein, molecular diameters of amino acids may differ depending on the kinds of the

amino acids. A tunneling current may be affected by the distance between electrodes and a

molecule to be measured. Thus, in the case wherein an inter-electrode distance is fixed, a

tunneling current derived from each of multiple kinds of amino acids may not allow

determination of individual amino acids to be measured with high accuracy. In some

embodiments, an inter-electrode distance d may be changed by inter-electrode distance

changing unit 16 such that nanogap electrode pair 12 may be adjusted so as to have several

different inter-electrode distances at different times.

[0150] Inter-electrode distance changing unit 16 may be controlled by control unit 26, which

will be discussed later, to change an inter-electrode distance d of nanogap electrode pair 12.

For example, inter-electrode distance changing unit 16 may have a configuration whereby an

inter-electrode distance d may be changed by adjusting using the lever principle. For

example, a nanofabricated mechanically-controllable break junction (MCBJ) may be used to

control the inter-electrode distance with suitable mechanical stability, and with sub-picometer

resolution. A method to fabricate an electrode pair by using a nanofabricated mechanically-

controllable break junctions method may be found in, for example, J . M. van Ruitenbeek, A.

Alvarez, I . Pineyro, C. Grahmann, P. Joyez, M. H. Devoret, D. Esteve, and C. Urbina, Rev.

Sci. Instrum., 67, 108 (1996), which is entirely incorporated herein by reference. In some

cases, a part of nanogap electrode pair 12 may be pushed up by a piezoelectric element to



move the electrode edge part, so as to achieve a configuration whereby inter-electrode

distance d may be changed. In this case, based on the relationship between the pushing-up

distance of the piezoelectric element and the inter-electrode distance, an intended inter-

electrode distance may be set. For example, using the MCBJ setup in a configuration

wherein inter-electrode distance d may be moved apart by 0 .1 nm by pushing up the

piezoelectric element by 1 µιη, in order to widen the inter-electrode distance by 0 .1 nm,

control unit 26 may control inter-electrode distance changing unit 16 such that a piezoelectric

element may be pushed up by 1 µιη. This MCBJ setup example has a mechanical conversion

ratio of 1/10000. As discussed above, in a configuration using a piezoelectric element, a

distance can be controlled, for example, to within about 0.1 picometers (pm), 0.5 pm, 1 pm,

10 pm, 100 pm, or 1000 pm, in accordance with the lower limit of an action of the

piezoelectric element.

[0151] The diameters of amino acids may be from about 0.5 nm to 2 nm, or 0.7 nm to 1 nm

(e.g., 0.8 nm). In some cases, the diameters of amino acids may be at least about 0.5 nm, 0.6

nm, 0.7 nm, 0.8 nm, 0.9 nm, 1 nm, or 2 nm. Alternatively, the diameters of the amino acids

may be less than or equal to about 2 nm, 1 nm, 0.9 nm, 0.8 nm, 0.7 nm, 0.6 nm, or 0.5 nm.

Because diameters of amino acids are known to those skilled in the art, multiple inter-

electrode distances may be selected in accordance with the molecular diameters of the amino

acids using inter-electrode distance changing unit 16.

[0152] Specific methods for fabricating nanogap electrode pair 12 are not restricted.

Hereinafter, one example of the fabrication method thereof will be shown.

[0153] Nanogap electrode pair 12 may be fabricated using a known nanofabricated

mechanically-controllable break junction method. A nanofabricated mechanically-

controllable break junction method is an excellent method to control the inter-electrode

distance with excellent mechanical stability, and with sub-picometer resolution. A method to

fabricate an electrode pair by using a nanofabricated mechanically-controllable break

junctions method may be found in articles, for example, "J. M. van Ruitenbeek, A. Alvarez, I .

Pineyro, C. Grahmann, P. Joyez, M. H. Devoret, D. Esteve, and C. Urbina, Rev. Sci.

Instrum., 67, 108 (1996)", or "M. Tsutsui, K. Shoji, M. Taniguchi, and T. Kawai, Nano Lett.,

8, 345 (2008)". As to the material of the electrode, various metals such as gold may be used.

[0154] IN some embodiments a nanogap electrode pair 12 may be fabricated by the

procedure described hereinafter Firstly, a nanometer scale junction of gold may be patterned

on a polyimide-coated flexible metal substrate using an electron beam drawing apparatus



JSM 6500F (catalogue number; manufactured by JEOL Ltd.) which may utilize known

electron beam lithography and lift-off technology. Then, polyimide under this junction may

be removed by etching based on a known etching method (such as a reactive ion etching

method) using a reactive ion etching apparatus 10NR (catalogue number; manufactured by

SAMCO Inc.).

[0155] Next, by bending the substrate, a nanometer scale bridge, which may comprise gold,

having a three -point bent structure may be obtained. In some embodiments, by precisely

controlling bending of a substrate utilizing a piezo actuator APA 150M (catalogue number;

manufactured by CEDRAT Technologies), an inter-electrode distance associated with an

electrode pair can be controlled with sub-picometer resolution.

[0156] Next, ends of a fabricated bridge may be pulled so as to partially break the bridge.

The ends of a fabricated bridge may be pulled further so as to set a gap length (inter-electrode

distance) to a length associated with a diameter of a target amino acid, which may be about 1

nm. In some embodiments, pulling of a bridge apart forming an electrode pair may be

adjusted utilizing a self-breaking technology, so that an inter-electrode distance of an

electrode pair can be controlled precisely (see, "M. Tsutsui, K. Shoji, M. Taniguchi, and T.

Kawai, Nano Lett., 8, 345 (2008)" and "M. Tsutsui, M. Taniguchi, and T. Kawai, Appl. Phys.

Lett, 93, 1631 15 (2008)").

[0157] Specifically, by using a data collection board NIPCIe-6321 (catalogue number;

manufactured by National Instruments Corp.) with a resistance feedback method (see, "M.

Tsutsui, K. Shoji, M. Taniguchi, and T. Kawai, Nano Lett., 8, 345 (2008)" and "M. Tsutsui,

M. Taniguchi, and T. Kawai, Appl. Phys. Lett., 93, 1631 15 (2008)"), a gold nanojunction

may be pulled using a programmed junction pulling velocity by using a 10 resistance

connected in series while applying 0 .1 V DC bias voltage (Vb) to a bridge, to break the

bridge, and to measure the position wherein a break in a bridge has occurred. Then, a bridge

may be further pulled so that a gap length (inter-electrode distance) formed by breakage of a

bridge may be set at an intended length. Thus, a nanogap electrode pair 12 may be formed.

[0158] Measurement power source 18 may apply a voltage to nanogap electrode pair 12. A

voltage applied by measurement power source 18 to nanogap electrode pair 12 is not

particularly restricted; for example, a voltage in the range of 0.25 to 0.75 V may be applied.

Specific configuration of measurement power source 18 is not particularly restricted, and any

known power source apparatus may be suitably used.



[0159] An electrophoresis electrode pair 20 may be disposed so as to form an electric field

aligned with a moving direction of peptide 50 (arrow "A" in FIG. 16). When an electric field

is formed between electrodes of electrophoresis electrode pair 20, peptide 50 may move in

the direction of the electric field by electrophoresis, or may move in direction opposite to a

direction of the electric field depending on the net charge of the peptide 50, wherein the net

charge of the peptide may be positive or negative. That is, peptide 50 may move so as to pass

thorough between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12.

[0160] Electrophoresis power source 22 may apply voltage to electrophoresis electrode pair

20. A voltage applied to electrophoresis electrode pair 20 using electrophoresis power source

22 may not be particularly restricted, and thus, a voltage which may control the passing

velocity of peptide 50 through between electrodes of the nanogap electrode pair 12 may be

suitably set. A voltage applied by electrophoresis power supply 22 to electrophoresis

electrode pair 22 may be varied depending upon the anticipated charge to mass ratio of a

peptide 50, and the net charge of a peptide 50. Electrophoresis power source 22 may apply

voltage to electrophoresis electrode pair 20 such that the direction of the electric field formed

between electrodes of electrophoresis electrode pair 20 may be reversed, such that the

direction of movement of peptide 50 may be reversed directly in association with the reversal

of the electric field applied by electrophoresis power supply 20, permitting one or more

peptide(s) 50 to be measured multiple times wherein different gaps spacings may be utilized

for different measurements. Thus, a direction of movement of peptide 50, which may be

moving between electrodes of electrophoresis electrode pair 20, may be reversed to permit

multiple measurements of a particular peptide. Specific configurations of electrophoresis

power source 22 are not particularly restricted, and any suitable power source apparatus may

be used.

[0161] In some embodiments, a fluidic pressure may be utilized to move a peptide 50 of

other polymer to and through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s), wherein the

nanogap electrode pair may be situated in a sealed channel. A differential pressure may be

applied such that a peptide or polymer is induced to move in one direction relative to a

nanogap electrode pair(s), and the differential pressure may be reversed so as to induce an

opposite flow of a peptide 50 or other polymer relative to the nanogap electrode pair(s).

[0162] Ammeter 24 may measure a current (e.g., tunneling current) that may be generated

when peptide 50 passes through between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 to which a

voltage is applied using measurement power source 18. As discussed above, inter-electrode

distance d of nanogap electrode pair 12 may be changed by inter-electrode distance changing



unit 16. Ammeter 24 may measure tunneling current utilizing different inter-electrode

distances. Specific configuration of ammeter 24 is not particularly restricted, and thus, any

known current measurement apparatus may be suitably used.

[0163] Control unit 26 may control each of the components that constitute biomolecule

sequencing apparatus 10, and may also identify amino acids comprising peptide 50 based on

the measured tunneling current.

[0164] In some embodiments as shown in FIG. 17, control unit 26 may be constructed with a

computer equipped with CPU (Central Processing Unit), RAM (Random Access Memory),

ROM (Read Only Memory), GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) which may accommodate a

biomolecule sequencing program that will be discussed later, and so forth. In some

embodiments, control unit 26 associated with a computer may be functionally represented by

a configuration including an inter-electrode distance control unit 30, a measurement control

unit 32, and an identification unit 34. Hereinafter, each unit will be explained in detail.

[0165] In order to let peptide 50 pass through between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair

12 multiple times wherein an inter-electrode distance d of nanogap electrode pair 12 may be

changed such that different measurements of peptide 50 may be effectuated with various

different inter-electrode gap spacings d, wherein inter-electrode distance d of the nanogap

electrode pair 12 is dl, inter-electrode distance control unit 30 may control voltage applied

using electrophoresis power source 22 such that a direction of the electric field between

electrodes of electrophoresis electrode pair 20 may be reversed such that the movement of

peptide 50 may be reversed, allowing additional measurements to be made. After peptide 50

completes passing between the electrodes in different directions for a predetermined number

of times, inter-electrode distance control unit 30 may activate inter-electrode distance

changing unit 16 so as to let inter-electrode distance d of nanogap electrode pair 12 become

d2 (d2≠dl) and may control a voltage applied using electrophoresis power source 22 so as to

cause peptide 50 to pass again through between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12

between the electrodes in different directions for a predetermined number of times. Inter-

electrode distance control unit 30 may cause various different inter-electrode distances to be

utilized, allowing measurements to be made by nanogap electrode pair 12 with multiple inter-

electrode distances d (d=dl , d2, d3 . ...). Distances may be set to dl=l .0 nm, d2=0.7 nm, and

d3=0.5 nm, for example.

[0166] As shown in FIG. 17 a measurement control unit 32 may control ammeter 24 so as to

measure tunneling current for various different inter-electrode distances. Measurement time



of tunneling current is not particularly restricted, and times of 10 minutes, 20 minutes, 30

minutes, 40 minutes, 50 minutes, and one hour may be used, for example. A measurement

time may be suitably set in accordance with length of a peptide 50. Measurement control unit

32 may determine current values of the tunneling current measured by the ammeter 24,

whereby conductances may be calculated from the current values thus determined, such that a

conductance-time profile may be made. Conductance may be calculated by dividing current

values of tunneling current by a voltage V applied to nanogap electrode pair 12 at the time

when a tunneling current is measured. By utilizing calculated conductance values, even if a

voltage applied to nanogap electrode pair 12 may be different for different measurements, a

profile based on a unified standard can be obtained. In some embodiments wherein values of

voltage applied to nanogap electrode pair 12 may be made constant for each measurement, a

current value and a conductance associated with a tunneling current may be treated equally.

[0167] Alternatively, measurement control unit 32 may determine a tunneling current

measured by ammeter 24 after tunneling current is amplified once by a current amplifier. By

using a current amplifier, the value of a very weak tunneling current may be amplified, such

that tunneling current may be measured with high sensitivity. As to the current amplifier, a

commercially available high-speed variable current amplifier DHPCA-100 (catalogue

number; manufactured by FEMTO messtechnik GmbH) may be used, for example.

[0168] Identification unit 34 may identify amino acids comprising peptide 50 by comparing

detected physical quantities obtained from a conductance-time profile made by measurement

control unit 32 with reference physical quantities of known kinds of amino acids which may

be stored in a reference physical quantity table 36. In some embodiments, a detected physical

quantity may be conductance at each measurement point of a conductance-time profile made

by measurement control unit 32.

[0169] Hereinafter, a reference physical quantity stored in reference physical quantity table

36 will be explained. In some embodiments, a relative conductance for each kind of amino

acids and for each inter-electrode distance d, measured with regard to known kinds amino

acids, may be used as a reference physical quantity. Relative conductance may be calculated

in advance by the following procedure.

[0170] Firstly, in biomolecule sequencing apparatus 10, inter-electrode distance changing

unit 16 may be controlled by inter-electrode distance control unit 30 such that inter-electrode

distance d may be set at dl (for example, dl=1.0 nm). Then, after nanogap electrode pair 12

is disposed in a solution in which, from the 20 or more known kinds of amino acids, one kind

of amino acids may be dissolved, voltage may be applied to electrophoresis electrode pair 20



using electrophoresis power source 22, and voltage is applied to nanogap electrode pair 12

using measurement power source 18, such that amino acids pass through between electrodes

of nanogap electrode pair 12. Then, a current value of the tunneling currents generated when

amino acids pass through between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 may be measured

by ammeter 24 for a predetermined period (for example for 50 minutes). This measured

current value may be determined by measurement control unit 32 to generate a conductance-

time profile. A voltage applied between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12 is not

particularly restricted, and may be made in the range of 0.25 to 0.75 V, for example.

[0171] Next, identification unit 34 may detect multiple pulses from a conductance-time

profile made by measurement control unit 32, and at the same time may detect a maximum

conductance ip and a pulse duration time td for each of detected multiple pulses (See FIG. 18).

The number of the detected pluses is not restricted. The more pulses are used to characterize

an amino acid, the more accurately a reference physical quantity may be calculated. In

addition, the number of the pulses may be increased by, for example, increasing a

measurement time of tunneling current and by increasing the number of times an amino acid

may be brought back and forth through electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair 12 utilizing a

single nanogap distance.

[0172] Methods for detection of maximum conductance ip and pulse duration time td will be

explained more specifically. Firstly, in order to explain a method to detect multiple pulses

from a conductance-pulse profile, the mechanism in which tunneling current is generated will

be explained.

[0173] When peptide 50 enters between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12, at first, any

of amino acids comprising peptide 50 may be trapped between electrodes of nanogap

electrode pair 12 (hereinafter, this is referred to as a first amino acid). At a time when a first

amino acid is trapped between electrodes, a tunneling current derived from a first amino acid

may be generated between electrodes of electrode pair 12.

[0174] Then, after a first amino acid has passed between electrodes completely, another

amino acid may be trapped between electrodes of electrode pair 12 (hereinafter, this is

referred to as a second amino acid). At the time when a second amino acid may be trapped

between electrodes, a tunneling current derived from a second amino acid may be generated

between electrodes of electrode pair 12. Herein, a second amino acid may be an amino acid

which is located next to a first amino acid, or may be an amino acid which is not next to a

first amino acid.



[0175] As mentioned above, tunneling currents derived from amino acids comprising peptide

50 may be generated between electrodes of nanogap electrode pair 12. When amino acids

have passed through between electrodes (when a last amino acid comprising a peptide 50 is

released from between electrodes), tunneling currents generated between the electrodes may

disappear or may be reduced to a background level.

[0176] In addition, identification unit 34 can detect a pulse from a conductance-time profile

by identifying a conductance-rising time and a conductance-descending time in a region in

which conductance corresponding to current value of a tunneling current in a conductance-

time profile is above a base level. A base level may be set in advance, or may be set by

confirming a conductance-time profile by an oscilloscope, or by fitting a base level to a

conductance-time profile to best fit a particular conductance-time profile or the like.

[0177] In some embodiments, a base level for determination of conductance-rising and

conductance-descending events may be adjusted throughout a run, potentially compensating

for variations in nanogap electrode pair electrode tip variation or compensating for

temperature variation induced gap spacing changes with concordant changes in expected

current levels, base levels, and trapping timer intervals.

[0178] In addition, for each of detected pulses, identification unit 34 detects, a pulse duration

time td, a time between a conductance-rising time and a conductance-descending time which

may be identified to detect a pulse, and may also detect, a maximum conductance ip, a

maximum value of conductance associated with each pulse.

[0179] In some embodiments and depicted in FIG. 18 a conductance-time profile that is made

by measurement control unit 32 and also in the enlarged view of the conductance-time profile

shown in FIG.3, wherein one example of a pulses, maximum conductance ip, and pulse

duration time td detected by identification unit 34 is shown.

[0180] Herein, pulses derived from one kind of amino acids may be detected. However,

there may be variances in maximum conductance ip and pulse duration time td, which may be

detected for each pulse. A pulse in tunneling current may be generated from a change of a

distance between an electrode(s) and an amino acid caused by movement of an amino acid

between electrodes. That is, if a distance between an electrode(s) and an amino acid becomes

shorter, a tunneling current may be generated more easily, and as a result, current values of

tunneling current may increase (conductance may increase). If a distance between an

electrode and an amino acid becomes larger, generation of tunneling may decrease

(conductance may decrease). Because a conductance may increase and decrease in the



manner described herein, variations in maximum conductance ip and pulse duration time td of

pulses may occur.

[0181] Accordingly, mode values of maximum conductance ip and pulse duration time td for

each pulse may be calculated using statistical analysis. For example, a histogram which

shows the relationship between values of maximum conductance ip and the number of pulses

having this value may be formed. For example, a histogram as shown in FIG. 19 may be

formed. In FIG. 19, histograms of multiple kinds of amino acids are superimposed. A

predetermined function may be fitted to a formed histogram, and a mode value can be

calculated from a peak value of a fitted function. A mode value of maximum conductance ip

may be taken as a peak conductance Ip.

[0182] Similarly, with regard to pulse duration time td, a histogram which shows a

relationship between a value of pulse duration time td and a number of pulses having this

value may be formed. For examples, a histogram as shown in FIG. 20 can be formed. A

predetermined function may be fitted to a formed histogram, and a mode value may be

calculated from a peak value of this fitted function. A mode value of this pulse duration time

td may be taken as a peak pulse duration time tp.

[0183] As to a function to be used for fitting, Gaussian functions and Poisson functions

and/or combinations thereof may be used, but a Gaussian function may be preferable, as

when using a Gaussian function, there is an advantage resulting from increased a data

processing speed.

[0184] The number of pulses to be used for the statistical analysis to calculate a mode value

is not particularly restricted, and for example, a number may be in the range of 500 to 1000,

or from 100 to 1000, or from 10 to 10,000. In some cases, the number of pulses used is at

least about 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000, 5000, or 10000.

Alternatively, the number of pulses used is less than or equal to about 10000, 5000, 1000,

500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, or 10. If a specific number of pulses

are used in statistical analysis, the statistical significance of a mode value may be calculated.

A mode value is inherent to each amino acid, so that this mode value may be used as an

indicator to identify a kind of amino acid.

[0185] Next, by using a calculated peak conductance Ip and a base line conductance lb,

conductance of a single amino acid molecule may be calculated by the following equation

(1): Conductance of a single amino acid molecule = (Ip -lb).



[0186] A base line conductance lb, which may be a value of conductance corresponding to a

peak whose conductance is the lowest among peaks appearing in a histogram formed with

respect to conductance of measurement points, for example, as shown in FIG. 21, may be

used to determine a base line conductance lb. In some embodiments, wherein a base line

conductance may be different than a predetermine base line conductance, potentially due to

the use of a different buffer, different temperature or other possible differences from the

conditions utilized to generate predetermined a base line conductance, a base line

conductance may be generated before sequence measurement is begun by introducing a

buffer consistent with the buffer with which a set of peptides or other polymers to be

measured may be in solution, and creating a new predetermined base line conductance. In

other embodiments, a base line conductance may be determined from data acquired while

obtaining monomer identification data, which may utilize data from between peptide(s) 50 or

other polymers to set the base line conductance level. In further embodiments, wherein a

baseline conductance may not be stable, for example where an operating temperature for a

nanogap electrode pair may not be stable or an ionic concentration of a buffer may not be

stable due to evaporation, base line conductances may be determined at several times during

a peptide(s) or other polymer sequencing process. In additional embodiments, a base line

conductance may be fit to data produced such that a continuous curve may be utilized

wherein the continuous curve may vary with time over a peptide or other sequencing process.

[0187] As mentioned herein, a process to calculate a conductance of a single amino acid

molecule may be performed with regard to different inter-electrode distances d by changing

the inter-electrode distance d to dl, d2, d3, and so forth. Further, a conductance of a single

amino acid molecule may be calculated for all of 20 or more kinds of amino acids for each

inter-electrode distance d .

[0188] For each inter-electrode distance d, by dividing a conductance associated with each

single amino acid molecule by a maximum value of conductance of a single amino acid

molecule of all 20 or more kinds of amino acids, a relative conductance G associated with

each single amino acid molecule may be calculated.

[0189] In FIG. 12, the relative conductances G of some amino acids for different inter-

electrode distances d are shown. In non-limiting examples as shown in FIG. 12, the inter-

electrode distance d may be dl=1.0 nm, d2=0.7 nm, and d3=0.4 nm. As shown in FIG. 12,

when an inter-electrode d may be 0.4 nm, relative conductances G of His, Thr, Tyr, and Trp

may be close to each other. Similarly, when an inter-electrode distance d may be 0.7 nm,

relative conductances G of Cys and Pro, and those of Tyr and Trp may be close to each other.



Similarly, when an inter-electrode distance d may be 1.0 nm, the relative conductances G of

Cys, Pro, and Phe may be close to each other. If these close relative conductances G are used

as indicators to identify a kind of amino acids, there is a risk that an identifying accuracy may

be low.

[0190] Therefore, among relative conductances G that may be calculated from tunneling

currents measured for different nanogap electrode pairs, each nanogap electrode pair may

have a different inter-electrode distance, and may have a different relative conductance G

associated with each different inter-electrode distance, whereby different kinds of amino

acids may be identifiable with different predetermined accuracies associated with each inter-

electrode distance.

[0191] Whether or not the kind of amino acids is identifiable with predetermined accuracy by

a particular relative conductance may be judged, for example, by the following procedure.

[0192] As shown in the view in the upper part of FIG. 22, values of relative conductances G,

which may be calculated from tunneling current measured with an inter-electrode distance d

being dl, and values of peak pulse duration times tp may be mapped in a tp-G space. Mapped

points may be classified into different classes by using cluster analysis. For cluster analysis,

known methods may be used, wherein if each point contained in each class can be all

separated from other points, and at the same time, at least one point among all points

contained in each class is present outside a noise region (the shaded region in FIG. 22), then a

relative conductance G shown by a point that belongs to the class is judged to be a relative

conductance with which the kind of amino acid can be identified with a predetermined

accuracy. The case for which each point contained in each class can be all separated from

other points describes a case wherein, for example, all the distances among points are more

than a previously determined threshold value.

[0193] In the view of the upper part of FIG. 22, it is shown that all points corresponding to

amino acids K, R, E, and D which are classified into class 0 as well as all the points

corresponding to amino acids W, Y, F, and H which are classified into class 1 may be

separated. In addition, all points contained in class 0 and all points contained in class 1 may

be present outside a noise region. Accordingly, it may be judged that, using relative

conductances G shown by each point contained in class 0 and class 1, the kinds of amino

acids corresponding to the respective points can be identified with a predetermined accuracy.

Therefore, the kinds of amino acids corresponding to the respective points contained in class

0 and class 1 and relative conductances G shown by respective points may be stored in a



reference physical quantity table in relation to an inter-electrode distance d (d=dl in the

example of the view of the upper part of FIG. 22).

[0194] The view of the upper part of FIG. 22 shows that all points contained in classes other

than class 0 and class 1 are either not fully separable, or points contained in the classes may

be present in a noise region. Therefore, as shown in the view in the middle part of FIG. 22,

amino acids that are not judged to be identifiable with a predetermined accuracy, values of

relative conductances G, which are calculated from tunneling currents measured with an

inter-electrode distance d which may be d2, and the values of peak pulse duration times tp

may be mapped in a tp-G space. The mapped points may be classified into each class. In the

view of the middle part of FIG. 22, it is shown that all the points corresponding to amino

acids P, C, L, and N may be classified into class 2, and may be separated. In addition, all

points contained in class 2 may be present outside a noise region. Accordingly, it can be

judged that, by relative conductances G shown by each point contained in class 2, amino

acids corresponding to the respective points can be identified with a predetermined accuracy.

Therefore, amino acids corresponding to respective points contained in class 2 and relative

conductances G shown by respective points may be stored in a reference physical quantity

table in relation to an inter-electrode distance d (d=d2 in the example of the view of the

middle part of FIG. 22).

[0195] The view in the middle part of FIG. 22 shows that all points contained in classes other

than class 2 are either not separable, or points contained in the classes may be present in a

noise region. Therefore, as shown in the view of the lower part of FIG. 22, amino acids that

are not judged to be identifiable with a predetermined accuracy, values of relative

conductances G, which may be calculated from tunneling currents measured when an inter-

electrode distance d which may be d3, and values of peak pulse duration times tp may be

mapped in a tp-G space; and mapped points may be classified into each class. In the view of

the lower part of FIG. 22, it is shown that all the points corresponding amino acids M. I . T, S,

A, and V which are classified into class 3, as well as all points corresponding to amino acids

G and Q, which are classified into class 4 may be separated. In addition, all each points

contained in class 3 and all points contained in class 4 are present outside a noise region.

Accordingly, it can be judged that, using relative conductances G shown by points contained

in class 3 and class 4, the amino acids corresponding to the respective classes may be

identified with a predetermined accuracy. Therefore, amino acids corresponding to the

respective points contained in class 3 and class 4 and relative conductances G shown by the



respective points may be stored in a reference physical quantity table in relation to an inter-

electrode distance d (d=d3 in the example of the diagram of the lower part of FIG. 22).

[0196] Accordingly, in the above examples, with regard to the amino acids belonging to class

0 and class 1, relative conductances G, which may be calculated from tunneling currents

measured with an inter-electrode distance d which may be dl, may be used as reference

physical quantities. With regard to the amino acids belonging to class 2, relative

conductances G, which are calculated from tunneling currents measured with an inter-

electrode distance d which may be d2, may be used as reference physical quantities. And

with regard to amino acids belonging to class 3 and class 4, relative conductances G, which

may be calculated from tunneling currents measured with an inter-electrode distance d which

may be d3, may be used as reference physical quantities.

[0197] As discussed above, among relative conductances G which may be calculated from

currents (e.g., tunneling currents) measured using different sets of nanogap electrode pairs,

wherein each nanogap electrode pair may have a different inter-electrode distance, the

relative conductance G with which the kinds of amino acids may be identified with a

predetermined accuracy (e.g., an accuracy that is greater than 80%, 90%, 95%, or 99%>) may

be selected with regard to each inter-electrode distance and stored in a reference physical

quantity table or matrix. This can be calculated (e.g., interpolated) for intermediate distances.

Data from distances, which may be in a noise region or not fully determinable, may be used

to provide better certainty.

[0198] Under interpolation, a given function, which may be a polynomial function, a

logarithmic function, an exponential function, or any other function or combination of

functions, may be determined to represent a curve based upon a best fit to existing data, and a

relationship between a new data point and the curve may be utilized to determine a

corresponding value associated with the new data point. In an example, a function may be

determined between, for example, a tunneling current of a reference substance and an inter-

electrode distance. The function may be based on a combination of measurements and

tunneling current theory, and an additional function may be determined between inter-

electrode distance and tunneling current of, for example, an amino acid or a nucleic acid

molecule (or other biomolecule), in which the function may again be derived from a

combination of measurements and tunneling current theory. Based on measured tunneling

currents associated with a reference substance, an expected tunneling current may be

determined for, for example, an amino acid. Tunneling current theory analysis may include



analysis of a highest occupied molecular orbital and a lowest unoccupied molecular orbital or

a molecule.

[0199] An identification unit may identify amino acids by comparing a conductance at each

measurement point (detected physical quantity) of a conductance-time profile, which may be

based on current values of tunneling currents measuring a peptide to be identified, and

relative conductance G (reference physical quantity) of known kinds of amino acids, which

may be calculated as mentioned herein and stored in a reference physical quantity table, so

that the sequence of the amino acids comprising a peptide may be determined. Details of an

identification procedure(s) will be discussed later.

[0200] Next, operation of a biomolecule sequencing apparatus will be explained. At the

beginning, as shown in FIG. 23A, a sample may be taken from a sample source, and

extraction and purification of protein(s) may be performed. Then, as shown in FIG. 23B, a

denaturation agent (hydrogen bond inhibitor) may be added to protein thus extracted and

purified so as to denature protein from a three-dimensional structure to a linear structure.

Thereafter, as shown in FIG. 23C, protein, which may be denatured to a linear structure, may

be cleaved into peptides by a selective breakage of the chain using enzymes such as proteases

such as trypsin, pepsin, elastase, diacetoxyiodobenzene, or chymotrypsin or by chemical

cleavage agents such as iodosobenzoic acid or cyanogen bromide, or may be cleaved using an

ultrasonic method, or exposure to UV light; cleavage may be aided by selection of

temperature, whereby a selected temperature may typically be above ambient.

[0201] Next, peptides thus obtained may be dissolved into a solution. A solution is not

particularly restricted, and the same solution as the one in which amino acids are dissolved to

measure reference physical quantities may be used. For example, ultrapure water may be

used. Ultrapure water may be prepared by using, for example, Milli-Q Integral 3/5/10/15

(catalogue number with the apparatus name of Milli-Q Integral 3; manufactured by Merck

KGaA). Concentration of peptide 50 in a solution is not particularly restricted, and a

concentration in the range of 0.01 to 1.0 µΜ may be used, for example. A concentration of

peptide 50 in solution may be from about 0.01 µΜ to 1.0 µΜ , or 0.01 µΜ to 0.5 µΜ . In

some cases, the concentration of peptide 50 in solution is less than about 5 µΜ , 4 µΜ , 3 µΜ ,

2 µΜ , 1.5 µΜ , 1 µΜ , 0.5 µΜ , 0.1 µΜ , or 0.01 µΜ . As an alternative, the concentration of

peptide 50 in solution is more than about 0.01 µΜ , 0.1 µΜ , 0.5 µΜ , 1 µΜ , 1.5 µΜ , 2 µΜ , 3

µΜ , 4 µΜ , or 5 µΜ .



[0202] After a nanogap electrode pair is disposed in a solution in which peptides are

dissolved, voltage may be applied to a nanogap electrode pair using a measurement power

source, and voltage may be applied to an electrophoresis electrode pair using an

electrophoresis power source. Then, a CPU of a computer which may comprise a portion of a

control unit may read and execute a biomolecule sequencing program which may be stored in

ROM, RAM, FLASH or other appropriate digital storage media, and by this, a processing of

biomolecule sequencing as shown in FIG. 24 may be carried out with a biomolecule

sequencing apparatus. In some embodiments, processing of biomolecule sequencing may be

carried out by a biomolecule sequencing apparatus.

[0203] In step of SI 10 of processing of biomolecule sequencing as shown in FIG. 24, an

inter-electrode distance control unit may set a variable i to a value of 1. Then in step S112,

an inter-electrode distance control unit may controls an inter-electrode distance changing unit

such that an inter-electrode distance d may be adjusted to a distance di. Voltage may be

applied between electrodes of an electrophoresis electrode pair 20, so that peptide(s) may

pass through between the electrodes of an nanogap electrode pair whose inter-electrode

distance d may have been set to a distance di.

[0204] Next, in step SI 14, a measurement control unit may control an ammeter and start

measurement of current values of tunneling current that may be generated when peptide(s)

may pass through between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair with an inter-electrode

distance d which may have a distance di. A measurement control unit may take measured

current values and store them in a predetermined memory area associated with the

measurement time of each measurement point.

[0205] Then, in step SI 16, an inter-electrode distance control unit may determine whether or

not peptide(s) have caused to reverse direction for prescribed number of times between the

electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair with an inter-electrode distance d which may be a

distance di. This determination may be made by a number of electrophoresis voltage

polarization reversals made using an electrophoresis power source. When a number of

electrophoresis voltage polarization reversals have not reached a predetermined number,

electrophoresis voltage polarization reversal step(s) are repeated. When a number of

electrophoresis voltage polarization reversals reaches a predetermined number, operation

moves to step SI 18, and a measurement control unit may terminate measurement of tunneling

current with an inter-electrode distance d which may be a distance di, and from obtained

current values and measurement times, a conductance-time profile, for example, as shown in



the upper view of FIG. 18, may be formed, which may then be stored in a predetermined

memory area associated with inter-electrode distance di.

[0206] Next, in step S120, an inter-electrode distance control unit may determine whether or

not a process to measure tunneling current has completed measurements for all of

predetermined inter-electrode distances di. If there are any unprocessed inter-electrode

distances di, operation moves to step S122, where an inter-electrode distance control unit

may increment variable i by 1, and operation may returns to step S112. If a process to

measure tunneling current has been performed for all inter-electrode distances di, operation

may move to step SI24 to carry out an identification process as shown in FIG. 25.

[0207] In step S240 of an identification process as shown in FIG. 25, an identification unit

may set variable i to a value of 1. Then, in step S242, an identification unit may retrieve a

conductance-time profile stored in a predetermined memory area associated with an inter-

electrode distance d which may have a distance di.

[0208] Next, in step S244, based on a conductance-time profile determined by a

measurement control unit, an identification unit may form a histogram showing a relationship

between a conductance value for each measurement point and a number of measurement

points having this value. Then, an identification unit may detect a histogram peak by fitting a

predetermined function to a formed histogram. For example, as shown in FIG. 26, an

identification unit may detect multiple peaks appearing in a histogram and may calculate a

peak value associated with each peak. Then, an identification unit may identify the order and

type of amino acids contained in a peptide by comparing calculated peak values with relative

conductances G corresponding to inter-electrode distance di, which may be relative

conductances G of respective amino acids that may be stored in a reference physical value

table.

[0209] In some embodiments, identification performed in step S244 may be performed at a

time a data set is generated, or may be performed as a post processing step, or may be

performed as a part of data streaming step wherein data processing occurs while more data is

being taken. In some embodiments, identification may be performed using data from a single

nanogap electrode spacing wherein the single nanogap electrode spacing may have be inter-

electrode nanogap electrode pair spacing which may have produced data which may be better

at distinguishing an identified monomer than other inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair

spacings from other available nanogap electrode pairs or other inter-electrode gap spacings

for the same nanogap electrode pair for which data was utilized. In other embodiments

identification may utilize a single nanogap electrode pair spacing which provides a highest



certainty of identification, even the data used is not from a nanogap electrode pair spacing

which should nominally be a preferred inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacing.

[0210] In other embodiments, data may be utilized from multiple inter-electrode nanogap

electrode pair spacings with the same or different inter-electrode gap spacings, and which

may be produced by one or several nanogap electrode pairs. In some embodiments, nanogap

electrode pair data which may be utilized may include inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair

spacings with an inter-electrode nanogap spacing which may be partly or completely within a

noise band as described in conjunction with FIG. 22. Any number of different combinations

of inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacings may be utilized, such that an a highest

quality score may be produced; in further embodiments, a limited number of inter-electrode

nanogap electrode pair spacings may be utilized so as to reduce a quantity of computer

processing required, while still providing an improved quality score relative to utilizing a

single inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacing. In some embodiments, a fixed number

of inter-electrode nanogap electrode spacings may be utilized, while in other embodiments a

number of inter-electrode nanogap electrode gap spacings may be variable, and may be

varied so as to provide a minimum number of inter-electrode nanogap electrode spacings

needed to provide a predetermined quality score.

[0211] In some embodiments as described herein nominally fixed inter-electrode nanogap

pair spacings may be assumed to be fabricated and used for one or more nanogap electrode

pairs, without compensating for possible manufacturing tolerances or tip modifications which

may occur during usage. In other embodiments, inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair

spacing(s) may be determined as a result of measurements of reference substances and or

monomers, wherein a set of data may be acquired prior to determination and assignment of an

inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacing, wherein the determined inter-electrode

nanogap electrode pair spacing may be utilized thereafter. In further embodiments, an inter-

electrode nanogap spacing may reevaluated on an ongoing basis, either periodically or

continuously throughout a sequencing process, and either discrete values from a table or

interpolated or otherwise calculated expected current values may be utilized for assignment

associated with different nanogap electrode pairs in concordance with measured values for

the nanogap electrode pair in keeping with measured values for references substance(s) and

or monomers. In further embodiments, inter-electrode distances may be determined in

conjunction with monomer assignment, wherein an inter-electrode distance may be assigned

as a part of monomer assignment, whereby a combination of inter-electrode nanogap



electrode pair spacing and monomer may be adjusted over a period of time so as to provide a

best fit metric with an optimal score.

[0212] In some embodiments, a fixed amount of data may be acquired as described herein; in

other embodiments, a variable amount of data may be acquired, wherein a number of

reversals and concordant traverses may be varied as a function of a quality metric, which may

be a quality metric for monomer identification, or may be a simpler metric, such as a signal to

noise metric or other metric which may not be directly related to a monomer identification.

[0213] In some embodiments, a period of time for a sequencing assay may be predetermined,

or fixed number of sequencing cycles wherein single or sets of polymers may be subjected to

repeated measurements may constitute a single sequencing cycle, so that a plurality of

sequencing cycles may allow for multiple sets of single or sets of polymers to be measured,

potentially multiple times with multiple reversing traversals. In other embodiments, a period

of time of a number of sequencing cycles may be determined as a function of data measured

during a sequencing process, wherein measurement results which may include the quality of

data, signal to noise of data, frequency or duty cycle of occupancy of nanogap electrode pairs

which may correlate with an number of monomers sequenced may be utilized singly or in

combination so as to determine when a sequencing process should cease.

[0214] In some embodiments, a sequence assignment and associated quality metric or score

may be determined for each polymer, and may be determined separately for each traversal of

a nanogap electrode pair(s). In other embodiments, a sequence assignment and associated

quality metric or score may be determined for a polymer as a function of several traversals

and associated measurements by a nanogap electrode pair(s). In further embodiments, a

sequence assignment may be made ore may be re-evaluated as a part of sequence mapping or

assembly process, wherein an assignment of a monomer may be re-evaluated, and may be

reassigned. Particularly wherein a quality score associated with a monomer assignment for a

polymer which is not in concordance with other monomers in a same position in other

polymers, a monomer assignment may be changed so as to allow mapping or assembly of

different polymers which may be significantly well aligned otherwise.

[0215] In some embodiments, equal probability may be given to the likelihood of a particular

monomer relative to any other monomer in a polymer when performing an assignment. In

other embodiments, particularly when a resequencing a polymer, a probability distribution

may be utilized which may be a global probability distribution which is then applied to all

monomer assignments, or may be a localized probability distribution wherein a context of

local monomer assignments may be a part of the probability distribution.



[0216] Next, in step S246, an identification unit may calculate a probability density function

corresponding to respective amino acids whose relative conductances G may be stored in a

reference physical quantity table. For example, a probability density function may be

calculated using a Gaussian function shown by the following equation (2):

[0217] Here, µ represents a relative conductance G for an amino acid, and σ represents a

standard deviation. Other probability density functions such as Gibbs distribution, a

Conway-Maxwell-Poisson distribution, a Zipf distribution, or any other distribution or

combination of distributions may be utilized.

[0218] Next, in step S248, by using conductance values at each measurement point of a

conductance-time profile and a probability density function for each amino acid, which may

be a probability density function calculated in step S246, an identification unit may determine

a probability that a conductance value at a measurement point is associated with an amino

acid, and may assign a kind of amino acid whose probability may be maximized for a

particular measurement point.

[0219] Next, in step S250, an identification unit may detect a transition point at which a

conductance associated with an assigned kind of amino acid changes in a conductance-time

profile, and may divide a conductance-time profile into intervals at each detected transition

point. That is, for each interval, measurement points are mapped to amino acids with similar

data signatures. An identification unit may determine a degree of accuracy for assignment of

each amino acid for each interval by utilizing a Q-value. A Q-value or Phred quality score

may be expressed, for example, by the following equation (3): Q = -lOlogioP. Here, P may

be an error probability of an amino acid assigned for a measurement point. A probability

value P* (=1-P) of an assigned amino acid may be expressed as P*=S1/(S1+S2) by using a

time integration value S1 of a probability of an assigned amino acid for each interval and a

time integration value S2 of a probability for other amino acids for each interval. In this case,

if a Q-value is 6 or more, a probability value P* of the amino acid which may be assigned to

an interval may have an accuracy of 75% or more.

[0220] A Q-value or other quality metric may be stored with an assigned monomer (amino

acid) sequence, and may be stored using a lossless or lossy storage method, such as a FastQ

format, or may be stored using an SCALCE, Fastqz, Qualcomp, or other similar algorithm.



[0221] In some embodiments, identifiable kind(s) of amino acid(s) may differ for each inter-

electrode distance di, so that kind(s) of amino acids shown by a conductance for each interval

may not necessarily correspond to the kind(s) of amino acid(s) identifiable for a specific

inter-electrode distance di. Therefore, if assignment of an amino acid may not have a

predetermined accuracy (wherein a Q-value may be more than or equal to a previously

determined threshold value), an identification unit may determine that assignment of a kind

of amino acid may be unclear, and may not specifically assign an amino acid to a particular

measurement point.

[0222] Next, in step S252, an identification unit may determine whether a kind of amino acid

assigned to an interval is correct or not by comparing a passing time (time length of the

interval) of an amino acid assigned to an interval with a passing time parameter previously

determined for an amino acid.

[0223] Herein, a passing time parameter may be previously determined, for example, as

following wherein a tunneling current, which may be generated when a single molecule of a

known kind of amino acids may be passed through between the electrodes of a nanogap

electrode pair, may be measured, and a conductance-time profile may be made. Then, from

variation of conductance values, a passing time of the amino acid may be measured. A

tunneling current may be measured multiple times by changing the passing direction of an

amino acid. Then, passing times for each measurement may be averaged, and a value in a

prescribed range including an average value may be taken as a passing time parameter for a

particular amino acid.

[0224] If a time length for an interval is included in a passing time parameter for a kind of

amino acids assigned to an interval, an identification unit may determine whether a kind of

amino acids assigned to an interval may be correct. If the time length of an interval is not

included in a passing time parameter, an "unclear" determination may be made without

assigning any kind of amino acid to all measurement points included in an interval.

[0225] Next, in step S254, based on the assignment and determination results from steps

S248 to S252, for example, as shown in FIG. 27, a single-letter expression showing the kind

of amino acid assigned to each interval in a conductance-time profile associating an

identification result corresponding to an interval. When an amino acid is not identified, a

letter showing that the kind of amino acid corresponding to an interval may not be clear may

be displayed(for example, a letter "X"; hereinafter referred to as an "unclear letter X". In

FIG. 27, "B" shows a base line.



[0226] Next, in step S256, an identification unit may remove any doubly read sequence(s).

For example, for the case of a peptide having an amino acid sequence of K ED, a correct

reading is KRED; however, if movement of a peptide may be reversed at R, there is a

possibility that a duplicated sequence such as KRKRED may be read out. Therefore, an

identification result having a duplicated sequence portion may be determined to be

misidentified, and thus, an identification result may be changed to "unclear". That is, a letter

associated with a conductance time profile, which may have been inappropriately identified

in step S254 may be substituted by an unclear letter X.

[0227] Specifically, an identification unit may calculate a Q-value, which may utilize a

calculation similar to equation (3), wherein each partial sequence with a letter sequence

assigned in step S254 may be divided at base line "B". Herein, P may be an error probability

for a particular partial sequence. A probability value P*(=l-P) for a particular partial

sequence may be expressed as P*=S1/(S1+S2) by using a number SI for a partial sequence

having the same identification result as a partial sequence thereof and a number S2 for a

partial sequence having another identification result. For example, for all divided partial

sequences, if a partial sequence 1 (XXXAXXXX) appears five times and a partial sequence 2

(XXXLXXXX) once, then the Q-value for partial sequence 1 may be 7.78. If this Q-value is

not less than a previously determined threshold value, partial sequence 1 may be determined

to be correct. On the other hand, partial sequence 2 may be determined to be misled.

[0228] Next, in step S258, an identification unit may assemble (or map) sequence fragments.

Specifically for a resequencing case (known sequence), sequences which have been identified

(read) by steps in the process (as described herein) up to step S254 may be mapped to a

reference sequence, and this operation may terminate when a certain coverage depth (number

of the overlapped reads per amino acid) is attained. In the case of de novo sequence

identification, contigs may be assembled by merging concordant sequences.

[0229] Next, in step S260, an identification unit may determine whether or not a process to

identify amino acids by using relative conductances corresponding to different inter-electrode

distances di is complete. In the case that unprocessed inter-electrode distances di are present,

an operation may proceed s to step S262 and may increment a variable i by 1, and operation

may return to step S242. Thus, as shown in FIG. 28, the kinds of amino acids corresponding

to each interval may be identified serially by using relative conductances of amino acids

identifiable with different inter-electrode distances di. When the process is over with regard

to all inter-electrode distances di, a sequence result for amino acids comprising a peptide may



be output, and a biomolecule sequencing process shown in FIG. 24 may terminate a

biomolecule sequencing process.

[0230] As discussed herein, in some embodiments a biomolecule sequencing apparatus, may

generate and measure tunneling current when a biomolecule passes through between a

nanogap electrode pair for each distance for which the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair

may be set, wherein each distance for between the electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair may

have a different inter-electrode distance, and may use as a reference physical quantity the

physical quantities of an amino acid which may be identifiable with a predetermined

accuracy in accordance with a inter-electrode distance, monomers comprising a biomolecule

may be identified with a simple configuration and with high accuracy.

[0231] In some embodiments wherein some parts may be identical to those of the

biomolecule sequencing apparatus of FIG. 1 as described herein, a detailed explanation of

those parts which are identical will be omitted by using the same numeral references.

[0232] In some embodiments as shown in FIG. 29, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus 210

may include nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C, measurement power source 18,

electrophoresis electrode pair 20, electrophoresis power source 22, ammeter 24, and control

unit 226. The electrode pairs 12A, 12B and 12C can have different gap sizes, which may be

used to interrogate different substances (see, e.g., FIG. 12).

[0233] The configurations of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C may be the same as

for a nanogap electrode pairs 12 as described elsewhere herein. Nanogap electrode pairs

12A, 12B, and 12C may be laminated via the dielectric(s) 14 such that the inter-electrode

centers may be arranged on the same axis. That is, one passage through which a peptide 50

may pass may be formed between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and

12C. An inter-electrode distance for nanogap electrode pair 12A may be dl, an inter-

electrode distance for nanogap electrode pair 12B may be d2, and an inter-electrode distance

for nanogap electrode pair 12C may be d3, and thus, the distances of the inter-electrode gap

pairs may be different from each other. In the example of FIG. 29, they may be dl>d2>d3.

For example, they may be set to dl=l .0 nm, d2=0.7 nm, and d3=0.5 nm.

[0234] In other embodiments, wherein it may be difficult to control with sufficient precision

an inter-electrode gap distance, a set of nanogap electrode pairs may be fabricated with a

range of inter-electrode distances, which may span a desired or predetermined range, and

may have a number of nanogap electrode pairs which is equal to a minimum number

corresponding to a number of inter-electrode distances needed to resolve a set of monomers

(e.g., amino acids) with a desired Q-score, or may have a number of nanogap electrode pairs



which is greater than a minimum number of inter-electrode distances, wherein the inter-

electrode distances may provide a sufficient number of different over a sufficient range of

inter-electrode distances so as to resolve a set of monomers (amino acids) with a desired Q-

score. In use, reference substance(s) may be utilized so as to measure actual inter-electrode

distances for different nanogap electrode pairs in a set of nanogap electrode pairs.

[0235] In some situations, a nanogap can include at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 30, 40, or 50 electrode pairs. In some cases, at least some of

the electrode pairs have different gap sizes than other electrode pairs. In some examples, the

electrode pairs have different gap sizes.

[0236] As shown in FIG. 30 control unit 226 may compose a configuration including an

electrophoresis control unit 231, a measurement control unit 232, an identification unit 34,

and a reference physical quantity table 36.

[0237] In order to let a peptide 50 pass repeatedly with multiple reversals through one

passage formed between the electrodes of each of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and

12C, electrophoresis control unit 231 may control voltage applied using electrophoresis

power source 22 such that a direction of an electric field formed between the electrodes of an

electrophoresis electrode pair 20 may be switched so as cause a polarization reversal of the

field.

[0238] Measurement control unit 232 may control ammeter 24 so that ammeter 24 may

measure tunneling current generated between the electrodes of each of nanogap electrode

pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C, and may then utilize current values of tunneling current for

different inter-electrode distances that may be measured by ammeter 24 so as to calculate

conductance(s), and may generate conductance-time profile(s) for each inter-electrode

distance.

[0239] In some embodiments a biomolecule sequencing apparatus 210 may be utilized

wherein a solution in which peptide(s) 50 may be dissolved may be prepared; after nanogap

electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C may be disposed in a solution, a voltage(s) may be applied

using measurement power source 18 to nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C, and at

the same time a voltage may be applied to electrophoresis electrode pair 20 using

electrophoresis power source 22. Thus, a peptide 50 may pass through between a passage

formed between electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C.

[0240] Then, a computer processor (e.g., CPU) of a computer comprising control unit 226

may retrieve and execute a biomolecule sequencing program that may be stored in ROM,

RAM, FLASH or other storage media and may carry out a biomolecule sequencing process



as shown in FIG. 3 1 utilizing biomolecule sequencing apparatus 210. In some embodiments,

a biomolecule sequencing process may be carried out by biomolecule sequencing apparatus

210.

[0241] In step S214 associated a biomolecule sequencing process as shown in FIG. 31,

measurement control unit 232 may control ammeter 24 and start measurement of current

values of tunneling currents that may be generated between the electrodes of each of nanogap

electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C when peptide 50 passes through between a passage

formed between the electrodes of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C. Measurement

control unit 232 may utilize measured current values and store them in predetermined

memory area associated with a measurement time for each measurement point and associated

with information indicating which measured current value data results from which nanogap

electrode pair 12A, 12B, and 12C, and the distances associated with each nanogap electrode

pair (for example, dl, d2, and d3 indicating the inter-electrode distances).

[0242] Next, in step SI6, electrophoresis control unit 231 may determine whether or not

peptide 50 may have traversed for a prescribed number of times in a passage formed between

the electrodes of each of nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C. When a number of

traversals may not reach a predetermined number, additional polarization reversals of voltage

applied by electrophoresis control unit 23 1 may be effectuated so as to enable additional

traversals. When a number of traversals reaches a predetermined number, operation may

move to step S218, and measurement control unit 232 may terminate measurements of

tunneling currents, and from obtained current values and measurement times, a conductance-

time profile as shown in the upper diagram of FIG. 18 may be formed for different inter-

electrode distances, and may be stored in a prescribed memory area.

[0243] Next, in step S24, an identification process as shown and described in associate with

FIG. 25 may be carried out. Because an identification process may be the same as an

identification process as described herein, explanation of this step is omitted.

[0244] In some embodiments, rather than using a fixed number of measurement traversals

which a peptide 50 or other polymer may be controlled to perform by electrophoresis control

unit 23 1, data may be analyzed during a process of moving of peptide(s) 50 or other polymers

until a desired quality metric, which may be a Q-score or other appropriate metric, has been

achieved. Thus a variable number of traversals for which a peptide(s) 50 or other polymer

may traverse through between electrodes of a nanogap electrode pair(s) may be greater or

lesser than a number which may have been selected so as to give a nominally desired quality

score.



[0245] In some embodiments as explained above, a biomolecule sequencing apparatus with

multiple nanogap electrode pairs may be utilized in a manner similar to a biomolecule

sequencing apparatus wherein an adjustable nanogap electrode pair may be utilized with

various adjusted nanogap electrode pair gap spacings so as to identify monomers comprising

a biomolecule with a simple configuration and with high accuracy. In addition, because

tunneling currents for different nanogap electrode pair spacings may be measured

simultaneously, the measurement time of tunneling currents may be shortened in comparison

with a biomolecule sequencing apparatus wherein nanogap distances may need to be

adjusted.

[0246] As described herein, explanation was made as to a configuration in which nanogap

electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C may be laminated such that each inter-electrode centers

may be arranged on the same axis, but in other embodiments, different electrode gap spacings

may, for example, be associated with different channels. For example, nanogap electrode

pairs 12A, 12B, and 12C may be disposed on the same plane. In this case, additional

electrophoresis electrodes may be utilized in association with nanogap electrode pairs 12A,

12B, and 12C, for example, so that the system is controlled such that peptide 50 may pass

serially through between electrodes of each of the nanogap electrode pairs 12A, 12B, and

12C.

[0247] As described herein, reference has been made to 20 or more kinds of amino acids

which may comprise a peptide that may be identified; however, it may also be possible to

identify additional kinds of amino acids including modified amino acids. A modified amino

acid may have an enlarged molecular diameter. Therefore, a point in the tp-G space, for

which a relative conductance calculated from a tunneling current measured utilizing an inter-

electrode distance d set approximately to a molecular diameter and a peak pulse duration time

may be mapped, may be readily identified from points of other amino acids; and thus, as

roughly shown in FIG. 32, a modified amino acid may be classified clearly so that an

indicator with which a kind of amino acids may be identified may be obtained. Accordingly,

modified amino acids may also be identified with a simple configuration and with high

accuracy, without preliminary treatment such as chemical modification. A modified amino

acid like this may control an active or an inactive state of protein, and thus, this may be a

very important target of a disease diagnosis, for example, N-terminal acetylation associated

with various forms of cancer.

[0248] In some embodiments, a single type of reference substance may be utilized, wherein a

single type of reference substance may be appropriate for various different inter-electrode



nanogap electrode pair spacings, potentially being useful as a reference substance as

described herein for all different inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacings. In other

embodiments, multiple reference substances may be utilized wherein one or more reference

substances may be better suited for use with a range of distances of inter-electrode nanogap

electrode pair spacings, while a different one or more reference substances may be better

suited for a different range of distances of inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair spacings.

Reference substances may be selected for different inter-electrode nanogap electrode pair

spacings as a function of the size of the reference substance, or as a function of the distance

between active electro active sites on a reference substance.

[0249] In some embodiments as described herein, a reference substance may be generally

spherical, such that the orientation of the reference substance within an inter-electrode

nanogap electrode par spacing may not have a substantive effect on the tunneling current

generated by a reference substance. In other embodiments, a reference substance may be

utilized wherein orientation may have a significant effect on a tunneling current generated

thereby, but wherein the reference substance may be sterically hindered from interacting with

a nanogap electrode pair in manner that allows significant variation in tunneling current,

thereby allow a compound to act as a reference substance. In further embodiments, a

reference substance may be utilized wherein orientation may have a significant effect on a

tunneling current generated thereby, but wherein the reference substance may be oriented by

charge associated with the reference substance so as to prevent a reference substance from

interacting with a nanogap electrode pair in manner that allows significant variation in

tunneling current, thereby allow a compound to act as a reference substance.

[0250] In some embodiments, a reference substance may have a pulse duration which is

similar to pulse durations associated with monomers of a polymer which is being sequenced.

In other embodiments, a reference substance may have a pulse duration which may

significantly longer or shorter than a pulse duration associated with monomers of a polymer

being sequenced, allowing the pulse duration of a reference substance to be utilized as an

additional factor in determining whether a pulse is associated with a reference substance or a

monomer of a polymer being sequenced.

[0251] In some cases, reference has been made to a peptide (protein) as an exemplary

biopolymer (biomolecule), and of amino acids as monomers comprising the biomolecule, but

the present disclosure is not limited to this. For example, in some embodiments a

biomolecule sequencing apparatus may be utilized to identify nucleotides comprising nucleic

acid(s) and to identify monosaccharides comprising sugar chain(s).



[0252] A program may be installed in advance, but it will be appreciated that devices,

systems and methods of the present disclosure may be executed in situations in which a

program is stored in an external memory device, memory medium, or the like, which may be

read-in or down-loaded via the Internet, an intranet, or other network. Alternatively, it is also

possible to provide this program after it is stored in a memory medium that is readable by a

computer.

[0253] In some embodiments wherein a program may be described as being installed in

advance, a program may be stored in an external storage device or storage medium and may

be read out as needed, or a program may be downloaded through an internet connection.

Moreover, a program may be stored in a separately provided computer readable storage

medium.

[0254] Samples and reagents can be delivered to nanogap electrodes and sets of electrodes

using fluid flow units, which can include one or more pumps. A fluid flow unit can include a

single pump or a series of pumps. In some examples, the pumps are micropumps, such as on-

chip pumps. A fluid flow unit can include one or more valves for directing fluid flow. The

pumps and valves of a fluid flow unit can be controlled by control units and computer control

systems described elsewhere herein.

Computer control systems

[0255] The present disclosure provides computer control systems that are programmed to

implement methods of the disclosure. FIG. 33 shows a computer system 3301 that is

programmed or otherwise configured to sequence a biomolecule, such as a protein. The

computer system 3301 can be the control units 26 and 226 described elsewhere herein. . The

computer system 3301 includes a central processing unit (CPU, also "processor" and

"computer processor" herein) 3305, which can be a single core or multi core processor, or a

plurality of processors for parallel processing. The computer system 3301 also includes

memory or memory location 3310 (e.g., random-access memory, read-only memory, flash

memory), electronic storage unit 3315 (e.g., hard disk), communication interface 3320 (e.g.,

network adapter) for communicating with one or more other systems, and peripheral devices

3325, such as cache, other memory, data storage and/or electronic display adapters. The

memory 3310, storage unit 3315, interface 3320 and peripheral devices 3325 are in

communication with the CPU 3305 through a communication bus (solid lines), such as a

motherboard. The storage unit 3315 can be a data storage unit (or data repository) for storing

data. The computer system 3301 can be operatively coupled to a computer network

("network") 3330 with the aid of the communication interface 3320. The network 3330 can



be the Internet, an internet and/or extranet, or an intranet and/or extranet that is in

communication with the Internet. The network 3330 in some cases is a telecommunication

and/or data network. The network 3330 can include one or more computer servers, which

can enable distributed computing, such as cloud computing. The network 3330, in some

cases with the aid of the computer system 3301, can implement a peer-to-peer network,

which may enable devices coupled to the computer system 3301 to behave as a client or a

server.

[0256] The CPU 3305 can execute a sequence of machine-readable instructions, which can

be embodied in a program or software. The instructions may be stored in a memory location,

such as the memory 3310. The instructions can be directed to the CPU 3305, which can

subsequently program or otherwise configure the CPU 3305 to implement methods of the

present disclosure. Examples of operations performed by the CPU 3305 can include fetch,

decode, execute, and writeback.

[0257] The CPU 3305 can be part of a circuit, such as an integrated circuit. One or more

other components of the system 3301 can be included in the circuit. In some cases, the

circuit is an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC).

[0258] The storage unit 3315 can store files, such as drivers, libraries and saved programs.

The storage unit 3315 can store user data, e.g., user preferences and user programs. The

computer system 3301 in some cases can include one or more additional data storage units

that are external to the computer system 3301, such as located on a remote server that is in

communication with the computer system 3301 through an intranet or the Internet.

[0259] The computer system 3301 can communicate with one or more remote computer

systems through the network 3330. For instance, the computer system 3301 can

communicate with a remote computer system of a user. The user can access the computer

system 3301 via the network 3330.

[0260] Methods as described herein can be implemented by way of machine (e.g., computer

processor) executable code stored on an electronic storage location of the computer system

3301, such as, for example, on the memory 3310 or electronic storage unit 3315. The

machine executable or machine readable code can be provided in the form of software.

During use, the code can be executed by the processor 3305. In some cases, the code can be

retrieved from the storage unit 3315 and stored on the memory 33 10 for ready access by the

processor 3305. In some situations, the electronic storage unit 3315 can be precluded, and

machine-executable instructions are stored on memory 3310.



[0261] The code can be pre-compiled and configured for use with a machine have a processer

adapted to execute the code, or can be compiled during runtime. The code can be supplied in

a programming language that can be selected to enable the code to execute in a pre-compiled

or as-compiled fashion.

[0262] Aspects of the systems and methods provided herein, such as the computer system

3301, can be embodied in programming. Various aspects of the technology may be thought

of as "products" or "articles of manufacture" typically in the form of machine (or processor)

executable code and/or associated data that is carried on or embodied in a type of machine

readable medium. Machine-executable code can be stored on an electronic storage unit, such

memory (e.g., read-only memory, random-access memory, flash memory) or a hard disk.

"Storage" type media can include any or all of the tangible memory of the computers,

processors or the like, or associated modules thereof, such as various semiconductor

memories, tape drives, disk drives and the like, which may provide non-transitory storage at

any time for the software programming. All or portions of the software may at times be

communicated through the Internet or various other telecommunication networks. Such

communications, for example, may enable loading of the software from one computer or

processor into another, for example, from a management server or host computer into the

computer platform of an application server. Thus, another type of media that may bear the

software elements includes optical, electrical and electromagnetic waves, such as used across

physical interfaces between local devices, through wired and optical landline networks and

over various air-links. The physical elements that carry such waves, such as wired or

wireless links, optical links or the like, also may be considered as media bearing the

software. As used herein, unless restricted to non-transitory, tangible "storage" media, terms

such as computer or machine "readable medium" refer to any medium that participates in

providing instructions to a processor for execution.

[0263] Hence, a machine (or computer) readable medium, such as computer-executable code

(or computer program), may take many forms, including but not limited to, a tangible storage

medium, a carrier wave medium or physical transmission medium. Non-volatile storage

media include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as any of the storage devices in

any computer(s) or the like, such as may be used to implement the databases, etc. shown in

the drawings. Volatile storage media include dynamic memory, such as main memory of

such a computer platform. Tangible transmission media include coaxial cables; copper wire

and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise a bus within a computer system. Carrier-

wave transmission media may take the form of electric or electromagnetic signals, or acoustic



or light waves such as those generated during radio frequency (RF) and infrared (IR) data

communications. Common forms of computer-readable media therefore include for example:

a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, a CD-

ROM, DVD or DVD-ROM, any other optical medium, punch cards paper tape, any other

physical storage medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a ROM, a PROM and EPROM, a

FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave transporting data or

instructions, cables or links transporting such a carrier wave, or any other medium from

which a computer may read programming code and/or data. Many of these forms of

computer readable media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more

instructions to a processor for execution.

[0264] Devices, systems and methods of the present disclosure may be combined with and/or

modified by other devices, systems, or methods, such as those described in, for example, JP

2013-36865A, US 2012/0322055A, US 201 3/000 1082A, US 2012/0193237A, US

2010/0025249A, JP 201 1-163934A, JP 2005-257687A, JP 201 1-163934A and JP 2008-

32529A, each of which is entirely incorporated herein by reference.

[0265] While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and

described herein, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are

provided by way of example only. It is not intended that the invention be limited by the

specific examples provided within the specification. While the invention has been described

with reference to the aforementioned specification, the descriptions and illustrations of the

embodiments herein are not meant to be construed in a limiting sense. Numerous variations,

changes, and substitutions will now occur to those skilled in the art without departing from

the invention. Furthermore, it shall be understood that all aspects of the invention are not

limited to the specific depictions, configurations or relative proportions set forth herein which

depend upon a variety of conditions and variables. It should be understood that various

alternatives to the embodiments of the invention described herein may be employed in

practicing the invention. It is therefore contemplated that the invention shall also cover any

such alternatives, modifications, variations or equivalents. It is intended that the following

claims define the scope of the invention and that methods and structures within the scope of

these claims and their equivalents be covered thereby.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for sequencing a biomolecule having a plurality of monomers, comprising:

(a) directing said biomolecule through a channel including a plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes, wherein each set of said plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes includes two nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least a subset of said

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes has different inter-electrode distances;

(b) measuring signals with said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes that correspond

to nanocurrents as said biomolecule is directed through said channel, which

signals correspond to said plurality of monomers of said biomolecule; and

(c) identifying with a computer processor said plurality of monomers by comparing

said signals measured in (b) to one or more references.

2 . The method of Claim 1, wherein said identifying comprises using a predetermined

relationship between a relative value of said signals and said one or more references.

3 . The method of Claim 1, wherein said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having

different inter-electrode gap distances.

4 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising using an inter-electrode distance of a

given set of nanogap electrodes to interpolate a nanocurrent for another inter-electrode

distance.

5 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising generating a consensus sequence of said

biomolecule using data from multiple measurements with said plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes using individual monomer quality calls.

6 . The method of Claim 1, wherein said biomolecule is a peptide sample.

7 . The method of Claim 6, further comprising denaturing and/or cleaving said peptide

sample prior to (a).

8. The method of Claim 1, wherein each set of said sets of nanogap electrodes has an

inter-electrode distance that is suitable to detect at most a subset of said plurality of

monomers of said biomolecule.



9 . The method of Claim 1, wherein said biomolecule is a nucleic acid molecule.

10. The method of Claim 1, further comprising measuring signals corresponding to

nanocurrents for said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode

distances.

11. The method of Claim 1, further comprising measuring signals from at most a subset

of said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes, and identifying a given monomer of said

plurality of monomers with said signals measured with at most said subset of said plurality of

sets of nanogap electrodes.

12. The method of Claim 1, wherein said nanocurrents include tunneling currents.

13. A system for sequencing a biomolecule having a plurality of monomers, comprising:

a channel including a plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes, wherein each set of said

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes includes two nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least

a subset of said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes has different inter-electrode distances;

a fluid flow unit for directing said biomolecule through said channel; and

a computer processor coupled to said nanogap electrodes and programmed to:

(a) measure signals with said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes that

correspond to nanocurrents as said biomolecule is directed through said

channel, which signals correspond to said plurality of monomers of said

biomolecule; and

(b) identify said plurality of monomers by comparing said signals measured in

(a) to one or more references.

14. The system of Claim 13, wherein said computer processor is programmed to identify

said plurality of monomers using a predetermined relationship between a relative value of

said signals and said one or more references.

15. The system of Claim 13, wherein said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having

different inter-electrode gap distances.

16. The system of Claim 13, wherein said computer processor is programmed to use an

inter-electrode distance of a given set of nanogap electrodes to interpolate a nanocurrent for



another inter-electrode distance.

17. The system of Claim 13, wherein said computer processor is programmed to generate

a consensus sequence of said biomolecule using data from multiple measurements with said

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes using individual monomer quality calls.

18. The system of Claim 13, wherein each set of said sets of nanogap electrodes has an

inter-electrode distance that is suitable to detect at most a subset of said plurality of

monomers of said biomolecule.

19. The system of Claim 13, wherein said computer processor is programmed to measure

signals corresponding to nanocurrents for said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes at

different inter-electrode distances.

20. The system of Claim 13, wherein said computer processor is programmed to measure

signals from at most a subset of said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes, and identify a

given monomer of said plurality of monomers with said signals measured with at most said

subset of said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes.

2 1. A method for sequencing a peptide sample having one or more monomers,

comprising:

(a) directing said peptide sample and at least one reference sample through a channel

including at least one set of nanogap electrodes having an inter-electrode distance

that is variable, wherein said reference sample has a predetermined signal profile

corresponding to a nanocurrent measured by said nanogap electrodes;

(b) measuring signals with said nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode

distances that correspond to nanocurrents as said protein sample and reference

sample are directed through said channel, which signals include reference signals

associated with said reference sample; and

(c) identifying with a computer processor said one or more monomers by comparing

said signals measured in (b) to said reference signals.

22. The method of Claim 21, wherein said reference sample is separate from said peptide

sample.

23. The method of Claim 21, wherein said reference sample is a reference peptide sample



with a predetermined sequence of one or more monomers.

24. The method of Claim 21, wherein said reference sample comprises subunits that have

the same orientation with respect to a space between the nanogap electrodes when the

reference sample is passed through between the nanogap electrodes.

25. The method of Claim 21, wherein said reference sample has a substantially spherical

shape.

26. The method of Claim 25, wherein said reference sample comprises metal

nanoparticles or fullerenes.

27. The method of Claim 21, wherein said identifying comprises using a predetermined

relationship between a relative value of said signals and said reference signals.

28. The method of Claim 21, wherein said channel comprises a plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes, each set comprising at least two nanogap electrodes.

29. The method of Claim 28, wherein said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having

different inter-electrode gap distances.

30. The method of Claim 21, further comprising generating a consensus sequence of said

peptide sample using data from multiple measurements with said nanogap electrodes using

individual monomer quality calls.

31. The method of Claim 21, further comprising providing a plurality of different

reference samples corresponding to at least a subset of said plurality of different distances

between said nanogap electrodes.

32. The method of Claim 21, further comprising denaturing and/or cleaving said peptide

sample prior to (a).

33. The method of Claim 21, wherein said reference sample is associated with a first

pulse duration and said peptide sample is associated with a second pulse duration which is

different from said first pulse duration.

34. The method of Claim 21, wherein said signal profile comprises a magnitude of a



signal.

35. The method of Claim 34, wherein said magnitude of said signal is a predetermined

magnitude.

36. The method of Claim 21, wherein said peptide sample and said at least one reference

sample are alternately and sequentially directed through said channel.

37. The method of Claim 21, wherein (b) further comprises (i) changing said inter-

electrode distance of said nanogap electrodes and (ii) making separate measurements of said

signals at said different inter-electrode distances.

38. The method of Claim 21, wherein said nanocurrents include tunneling currents.

39. A system for sequencing a peptide sample having one or more monomers,

comprising:

a channel including at least one set of nanogap electrodes having an inter-electrode

distance that is variable;

a fluid flow unit for directing said peptide sample and at least one reference sample

through said channel, wherein said reference sample has a predetermined signal profile

corresponding to a nanocurrent measured by said nanogap electrodes; and

a computer processor coupled to said nanogap electrodes and programmed to (i)

measure signals with said nanogap electrodes at variable inter-electrode distances that

correspond to nanocurrents as said peptide sample and reference sample are directed through

said channel, and (ii) identify said one or more monomers by comparing said signals

measured in (i) to said reference signals.

40. The system of Claim 39, wherein said reference sample is a reference peptide sample

with a predetermined sequence of one or more monomers.

4 1. The system of Claim 39, wherein said computer processor is programmed to identify

said one or more monomers using a predetermined relationship between a relative value of

said signals and said reference signals.

42. The system of Claim 39, wherein said channel comprises a plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes, each set comprising at least two nanogap electrodes.



43. The system of Claim 42, wherein said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes

comprises a first set of nanogap electrodes and a second set of nanogap electrodes having

different inter-electrode gap distances.

44. The system of Claim 39, wherein said computer processor is programmed to generate

a consensus sequence of said peptide sample using data from multiple measurements with

said nanogap electrodes using individual monomer quality calls.

45. The system of Claim 39, wherein said fluid flow system provides said reference

sample at a first pulse duration and said protein sample at a second pulse duration which is

different from said first pulse duration.

46. The system of Claim 39, wherein said computer processor is programmed to (i)

change said inter-electrode distance of said nanogap electrodes and (ii) making separate

measurements of said signals at said different inter-electrode distances.

47. A computer readable medium comprising machine executable code that, upon

execution by one or more computer processors, implements a method for sequencing a

protein sample having one or more amino acid monomers, the method comprising:

(a) directing said biomolecule through a channel including a plurality of sets of

nanogap electrodes, wherein each set of said plurality of sets of nanogap

electrodes includes two nanogap electrodes, and wherein at least a subset of said

plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes has different inter-electrode distances;

(b) measuring signals with said plurality of sets of nanogap electrodes that correspond

to nanocurrents as said biomolecule is directed through said channel, which

signals correspond to said plurality of monomers of said biomolecule; and

(c) identifying said plurality of monomers by comparing said signals measured in (b)

to one or more references.

48. A computer readable medium comprising machine executable code that, upon

execution by one or more computer processors, implements a method for sequencing a

protein sample having one or more amino acid monomers, the method comprising:

(a) directing said peptide sample and at least one reference sample through a channel

including at least one set of nanogap electrodes having an inter-electrode distance

that is variable, wherein said reference sample has a predetermined signal profile

corresponding to a nanocurrent measured by said nanogap electrodes;



(b) measuring signals with said nanogap electrodes at different inter-electrode

distances that correspond to nanocurrents as said protein sample and reference

sample are directed through said channel, which signals include reference signals

associated with said reference sample; and

(c) identifying said one or more monomers by comparing said signals measured in (b)

to said reference signals.
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